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A rollicking romp through the backstage area with veteran tour
manager Malcolm Cook provides both humour and insight, and is
likely to be of particular interest to TFTW readers because of the
timescale involved.
Malcolm, whose literary talents are unlikely to outshine his tour
managing abilities, tells his life-story in a straight-forward, nononsense way, and gives glimpses into how the stars behave when
they are not in front of the paying public.
He also details the exploits of the unseen road crews and backstage
bods without whom the stars would not shine – and it’s often hilarious.
Malcolm started out road managing Eden Kane, the handsome sixties
hit-maker who charted with Well, I Ask You among others. Mal’s job
involved driving his charge from show to show, making sure his shoes
were shined, his stage clothes were presentable, that backing
musicians had “the dots”, the lighting engineer knew the plot, and 101
other functions.
He went on to become tour manager for the impresario Arthur Howes, and worked with artists as
diverse as Billy J. Kramer, The Kinks, Gene Pitney, Glen Campbell and Rudolf Nuryev not only in
the UK but all over the world. Not to mention PJ Proby, Max Wall, and even The Bolshoi Ballet.
He worked with both Shane Fenton and Alvin Stardust (yes, I know) in the sixties and seventies,
and along the way ran into big names like Nancy Wilson (brilliant) and Ava Gardner (bitch).
The first Tamla-Motown tour of the UK went out under his wing, and he managed acts across the
spectrum including Bad Manners and John Leyton.
So there is no question that Mal Cook knows whereof
he speaks, and he shares his memories with a smile
on his face, recording his personal impressions of the
good (Gene Pitney), the bad (Canned Heat) and the
indifferent (Smokey Robinson).
In addition to reminiscences, wind-ups, and jokes, the
book has copious photos of Mal, with and without his
charges, and signed programmes that he collected
featuring his famous travelling companions running to
24 pages.

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
EDITORIAL BOARD:
Bo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan
Olofsson, Erik Petersson & Tony Wilkinson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
Sweden
Phone: Swedish code + 460 3467 5050
e-mail: bo@americanmusicmagazine.com
Internet: www.americanmusicmagazine.com

My favourite tale in the book involves Billy Fury in a
Great Yarmouth restaurant. He asked Mal’s one-time
partner Hal Carter how to spell the word CABBAGE.
Hal started off: “C-A-B”, and Billy interrupted with: “F”.
Hal retorted: “There’s no F in Cabbage…” at which
point Billy said to the waitress: “OK, I’ll have peas.”
Unlike some books of this type, it has the most
excellent index, of people, songs, films and shows, so
it is also a valuable source of reference in addition to
being a fine read. Recommended.
Published by Music Mentor Books
John Howard
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Desperate Dan says:

“This is a great cow
pie, so...
HOLD THE THIRD
PAGE!”
Hi Gang.
Welcome to Issue 69 of Tales From The Woods. Kicking off on a happy note, I am pleased to say
that the second of the two Lazy Lester gigs proved to be a hugely successful evening, selling every
available ticket for the tiny but atmospheric Thomas Guy Club, London Bridge. I won’t dwell on the
event here because, as you browse through the magazine or flip the pages as will our traditional
hard copy folks, you will find reviews of this rare opportunity to witness a true blues gig on a London
stage; even rarer by such a legendary figure.
Which brings me on nicely to the sentiments expressed which have very interestingly encouraged
debate as you will discover when coming across our Letters to the Editor page. Despite the success
of the 9th August gig at the aforementioned Thomas Guy Club my general opinion has not changed
as this is indeed a very small venue and would justifiably expect to sell out. Once again I’d like to
thank all the Blues loving folks who turned out to see what is likely to be his final London date on his
final UK tour.
One calendar month later to the day I, along with a few other Woodies,
visited the wonderful historical former music hall Hackney Empire. There
is no doubt very few amongst our readership who would not be aware of
the fact that back in the very late fifties through to the birth of the sixties,
Independent Television’s landmark weekly Rock’n’Roll shows Oh Boy,
followed a year or so later by Boy Meets Girl, and finally Wham, were
beamed nationwide from this old variety theatre. On Sunday September
9th it reverted back to its glory days for one night only show-biz charity
event promoted by the Water Rats. I, along with everyone in this near
capacity filled theatre, were taken back to the golden age of variety.
Senior members of our readership will no doubt look back to television’s
Sunday Night At The London Palladium with great affection; it would
once again live upon this evening, the on-stage small orchestra even
playing its theme tune just in case anyone should be in doubt that this
was very much an evening in homage to the lost art of variety. Chorus
girls and boys, magic and balancing acts, ventriloquist; consummate
showman Roy Hudd revisited routines of the legendary Max Miller and
Bud Flanagan complete with baggy garish suit and colourful socks of the former and trademark fur
coat and battered hat of the latter; Barry Cryer, a wit of renown; television’s grumpy old men show
was well represented by Rick Wakeman, frontman of prog-rock band Yes, with his dry wit and
stunning piano playing, switching from Rachmaninoff to Les Dawson in barely a blink of an eye;
Melvyn Hayes dressed as Gloria from the hit TV show It Ain't Half Hot Mum reminisced and
reminded us all that the long running wartime ENSA based show was a firm favourite of a certain
Mr & Mrs Windsor. King Water Rat 2012, Joe Pasquale, who closed the show, was hugely funny.
However the highlight for me and all the Woodies and no doubt much of the audience was the
wonderful Ronny Ronalde - this 90 year old veteran strode out on stage, wavy hair perfectly
groomed, dressed in a three piece scarlet red suit with gold piping, leaving us all in no doubt that we
were about to witness something very special. Gasps of surprise could be heard above the applause
as he entered from the wings stage left; if his singing voice sounded not as strong as it once was
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his yodelling and the whistling that turned him from just
another performer into a star all those years ago was as
strong as ever. close your eyes and you would never
believe these sounds were emanating from a man of nine
decades, the entire theatre now in the palm of his hands. he
proudly told us he first played this famous old building back
in 1942, coming back to top the bill in 1946 and 1950 before
finishing his all too brief set with arguably his most famous
tune, the haunting In A Monastery Garden, leaving the
stage to a much deserved standing ovation and not a dry
eye in the house. Later I was privileged to shake the hand
of this show-biz legend and chat albeit far too briefly. He
even gave us an impromptu whistle. Wow!!!!
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

At the time of typing I am less than two weeks away from yet another birthday which, apart from
being another year older, also means the month of September is heading to a conclusion. That
means Christmas is just around a couple of further corners. At our last meeting the Tales From The
Woods Round Table fell upon the idea that it might be a good idea to hold a pre-Christmas drink
with sandwiches, mince pies and other such snacks for all the Woodies that might like to join us at
our official TFTW function room at the Kings Head Private Upstairs Theatre Bar, Westmorland
Street just off New Cavendish Street near Marylebone High Street. Very much a come and go, meet
and greet and general natter amongst friends old and new with a suitable soundtrack provided by a
few CDs in the background, from around 4pm in the afternoon through to early evening, wrapping it
up around 8pm. The preliminary date at the time of writing is Saturday 1st December although this
may alter, and we will keep you updated via our website. for those who receive your bi-monthly fix
of TFTW via hard copies we will post out a newsletter in the weeks ahead.
We are pleased to announce that the illness suffered by our very good friend and British Rock’n’Roll
hero, Vince Eager has been healed and he is already regaining his rightful place rockin’ up the
stages wherever he plays. At present Illness is still prevalent in the life of Rockabilly Hall Of Fame
member and knowledgeable writer of the subject second to none, Tony Wilkinson. He is indeed
meeting the disease head on and is determined to beat it into submission as we all here at Tales
From The Woods know he will and are rooting for him. Unwell too is one of our younger writers Matt
Slade who, until a while back, wrote an entertaining column each issue on the modern sounds
although very much both roots, quirky and off-centre. As soon as I mention Martha’s Muffins you
folks will know to whom I am referring. A short stay in hospital for a routine appendix operation
discovered, to use Matt’s word, a 'nasty’. We are all convinced that Matt will soon be rid of his 'nasty’
and writing once again his highly regarded column for us.
Finally I have very sad news of loyal Woodie Andrew Wallace who passed away during the second
weekend of September. I knew Andrew simply by electronic communication via TFTW, however
membership secretary Ken Major knew him very well, working and socialising together back in those
much younger and decidedly heady days of the sixties, so I’ll leave it to Ken to finish off this column
with memories of his friend and former colleague.
It is with deep regret I have to announce that Woodie Andrew Wallace passed away on September
9th in his mid-70s. Andrew contracted pneumonia during a brief but rare holiday excursion, but had
for several years suffered from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease which he cheerfully blamed
on his rock and roll lifestyle. When Andrew was demobbed from the army in 1957 he worked in Tin
Pan Alley (Denmark Street), and in the early 1970s joined John E. Dallas and Sons musical
instrument wholesalers. When Ivor Arbiter the joint MD got the nod and finance from CBS Inc to
open the Fender Soundhouse store in London's West End, Andrew, Woodie Mark Goodwin, myself
and a few others quit Dallas to join him. The store was positioned between Heals and Paperchase
in Tottenham Court Road and managed by CBS/Arbiter Ltd. The store by the way eventually burned
down and the stock moved to Shoeburyness as at least one Woodie will remember.
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Andrew as the Sales Director was a formidable and charismatic character and everybody who knew
Andrew can relate a hundred toe curling stories. Because I worked "for" Andrew rather than "with"
him, the more riveting stories need to be extracted from his ex-sales colleagues. Andrew identified
every staff member as a sales person including me, although my job position was International
Shipping Manager.
Anyway my job with its Customs documents, Bills of Lading, Letters of Credit and so forth was a
mystery to Andrew, so we got on great, and I was encouraged to go clubbing, Ronnie Scott’s etc.,
and do shipping deals with the roadies. Until we find the stories for another edition of the magazine,
I’ll show some classic email correspondence from Andrew below, and hope it provides an
illuminating image of this legend in his lifetime.
Hi Ken, thanks for all the emails - keep them coming. I find the news of all the old UK rockers very
interesting - I remember many of the names of course. I see mention of Roy Young - could this be
the very good boogie/rnb type pianist? I had some contact with him in the early sixties - my first job
in the MI biz was with Selmer’s as promotions manager, mainly for Selmer amplification and Gibson
guitars. I had to battle with my opposite number at Vox, our own Reg Clarke, who was giving away
a great deal of Vox stuff at that time. I got to know Cliff Bennett and the Rebel Rousers, Castle Pub
Tooting. I think Roy James, if it is he, played for C Bennett in those days; later on he gave me an
LP (sadly now lost) of his own band which I liked a lot. You mentioned Leadbelly; I think I was
booked to see him at the Festival Hall in about 1958 (I think it was cancelled) Chris Barber etc and
early Lonnie D (you know I expect Mark Goodwin played for Lonnie). Not then, in my days in a skiffle
group around the Old Kent Road area. I was a big skiffle fan - Chislehurst Caves and Russell
Quayes Skiffle Club in Greek Street where I experienced my first 'all niters' - such wickedness. I
wonder if any of your guys remember a concert in '58 at the Festival Hall - Big Bill Broonzy, my hero
- and another with Sister Rosetta Tharpe, Sonny Terry and Brownie Mcghee, also the Weavers!
I used to attend a folk club in Soho Square (may have been Cecil Sharpe House) which was run by
Peggy Seeger and Ewan Mcoll - many of the early Americans used to visit and sit in on these
sessions. I remember particularly liking Rambling Jack Elliot. This kind of music may not have been
the choice of some of your current regulars but many of the early rockers would attend, as it was the
beginning of the end of the musicians union ban on visiting US bands and we were so starved of
actually being able to see and hear these people, you would turn up for anything remotely related
to a 12bar blues.
I wonder if you remember the Giaconda (a greasy spoon in Denmark Street) home of the stars? I
used to eat there every day, never knew who you might share a table and a grotty ketchup bottle
with. It was in the Giaconda (it was rumoured) that a very hard up Moody Blues sold 'Knights In
White Satin' to Lonnie Donegan for £100, which made him quite a few bob. You will remember
Ginger Dave Roberts, in Australia now i have heard, he was originally with Bernie Fenton and the
Fenmen? He managed the Vox shop with Reg Clarke in Charing Cross Road. Reg of course went
to the US with the Beatles to supervise the early 100watt amps at the Shay Stadium gig - haven't
seen Reg since I left CBS - heard he was selling saxophones. Keep up the good work.
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to
blues harmonica/accordion player singer/songwriter Jerry
McCain who died on the 28th March aged 82.
Born, raised and lived out his entire life in Gadsden
Alabama, claiming that his birth date 19th June 1930
coincided with the worst storms seen before and since,
causing daylight to virtually vanish during the middle of the
day. A sheer wall of rain fell for many hours, flooding much
of the farmland for hundreds of surrounding miles.
By the time he reached his teens he was already playing
music semi-professionally. The fifties found the youngster coming to the notice of both Trumpet and
Excello Records, cutting jaunty sides already displaying the quirky song-writing skills that he would
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become renowned for. Subject matter not generally associated with the Blues, titles such as
Wine-O-Wine, Stay Out Of Automobiles, Courtin' In A Cadillac first saw his name on record and
were favourite spins on southern juke-boxes. Leading the way many years hence with dramatic
social observation songs such as Burn The Crack House Down, My Next Door Neighbour, That’s
What They Want along with more playful tunes laced with wry observations such as Viagra Man and
Homogenized Love.
Although he was not a harmonica virtuoso in the manner of Rice Miller (aka Sonny Boy Williamson),
he shared with him the ability of playing two harmonicas at once. He seemed to be most at ease
with mid-tempo Jimmy Reed stylings such as his much sought after Steady and She's Tough, both
recorded around 1960, the latter was covered some twenty years later by The Fabulous
Thunderbirds.
The sixties saw McCain recording for both Okeh and Jewel companies and, despite spending much
of his life on the road, he failed to make a half decent living at it, working by all accounts as a bounty
hunter to make ends meet. Finding himself back in the public eye albeit locally in 1970 when he cut
Welfare Cadillac Blues, allegedly a response to a racist country song.
Good times or bad he apparently never lacked self-belief - his Ford truck had his name Jerry Boogie
McCain emblazoned on the sides along with records he had made painted above, below and
alongside. Cut a striking pose as well it is said, bearing a striking resemblance to Sammy Davis Jnr,
dressing on stage entirely in black and bling, even going as far as sometimes toting a holstered gun.
Like so many Bluesmen past, present and no doubt future he had to wait until he was pushing
almost sixty before an interested label came knocking, in Jerry’s case the rather unlikely scenario
of Ichiban. This down home blues man was soon cutting albums for the soul blues label, such as
Love Desperado and Struttin’ My Stuff.
Finally, come 1990, Europe beckoned, time to apply for passport and make his first trip outside the
United States. A popular performer on the European circuit he was much in demand for festivals
and clubs. 2000 was by far his most elaborate, producing more of his social commentary numbers
such as Ain’t No Use For Drug Abuse.
His producer Mike Vernon possessed the clout to pull in some big names for the sessions including
Jimmy Vaughan and the rhythm section from his late brother’s band Stevie Ray Vaughan's Double
Trouble, piano stool occupied by a giant of Rock’n’Roll and blues Johnny Johnson. No doubt more
would have been forthcoming had the label Jericho not gone under virtually before they had a
chance to switch the studio lights off.
The old blues man who had by now spent half a century on the road took it on the chin; to him it was
just another unreliable manager and double dealing record company. Settling in to a more local gigs
he continued playing until health meant he could play no more. In 2007 he received his only award
from the Alabama Folk Heritage Society.
V

V

V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says
farewell to drummer of renown Levon Helm who
passed away aged 71 after suffering from cancer
upon 19th April 2012.
Many of you amongst our loyal readership will no
doubt associate Levon with the period he graced
the drum-kit as part of the Hawks behind the
Arkansas Dynamo Ronnie Hawkins from 1957
through to 1963. Others may immediately think of
the period of the later sixties as member of the
impeccable roots rock outfit The Band, or the
period in between when the Hawks transformed
into the Band as part of Bob Dylan’s transition from
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the darling of the folk devotees to their devil incarnate seemingly
overnight.

Jerry Penfound, Rick Danko,
Levon Helm, Richard Manuel,
Garth Hudson, Robbie Robertson

Born Mark Levon Helm in Elaine, Arkansas 26th May 1940,
second of four children to Nell and Diamond Helm, his father was
a cotton farmer who found escape from both hardship and hard
work by relaxing, lost in the music on the radio; Grand Ole Opry,
King Biscuit Time and other such Country & Blues related
programmes.

On his ninth birthday his father bought him a guitar, his first
musical partner was his sister Linda, who provided adequate bass
and harmonies, pleasant enough to attract attention which led to
appearances in local clubs and talent contests.
By the time his teens came around his forename Mark had all but disappeared and he was generally
known by his middle name Levon. Switching from guitar to his chosen instrument the drums, very
much inspired by the sticksman behind Jerry Lee Lewis, Jimmy Van Eaton.
Forming his own high school Rock’n’Roll band Jungle Bush Beaters at 17 he was invited to open up
for Conway Twitty & The Rock Houses, a year or so from the massive international hit that would
change his life for ever It’s Only Make Believe. It was as a result of this gig that Ronnie Hawkins
came a-knocking on young Levon’s door. As part of the Arkansas rocker Hawkins’ backing band
The Hawks he found much valued musical education and no doubt much else as well.
As the sixties beckoned Hawkins found growing fame in Canada that seem to elude him in his native
land, relocating to Canada where the bucks were much bigger. Levon and Ronnie set about
recruiting a new batch of Hawks which would lead to the classic line up of the Hawks/Band. The
now legendary roll call of names that is Robbie Robertson lead guitar, Rick Danko bass, Richard
Manuel piano, and organist Garth Hudson. They split from Ronnie Hawkins in 1963 renaming
themselves Levon and the Hawks. A couple of singles followed with minimal success along with
relentless touring throughout Canada and the United States. By the time Bob Dylan approached
them in 1965 with an offer they could not refuse by now known simply as the Hawks to become his
ideal backing band for his move to electric.
Catapulted to fame and no doubt a vastly improved pay packet playing behind Dylan at the height
of both his influence and notoriety the latter of course being the hero of the café folk society daring
to turn electric. To see in hindsight some forty years hence the insults hurled at the Hawks seems
inconceivable, the blinkered vision patronising folkies describing them at best as a pop group must
have been water off a duck’s back to the remainder but to Levon it was most certainly not the case.
After one insult too many he picked up his sticks and split for his home state of Arkansas to cool off.
The fabled summer of love of 1967 found Dylan along with the Hawks retreating to New York. Helm
rejoined them there where they and Dylan recorded what would become known to every Dylan
aficionado as the Basement Tapes before commencing work on their first album, Music From The
Pink, so named as the house they shared was painted pink. It was also the time they ceased to be
the Hawks and become The Band as that was the name given to them collectively by their neighbours.
The album was very much a blue-print for them as a unit, a mix of Blues, Soul and Rock'n'Roll excellent instrumentation and harmonies. A single released from the album The Weight sealed their
reputation.
Two years later 1969 would see the release of what is generally perceived and rightfully so as their
masterpiece; a deep south drenched soul album simply entitled The Band which produced The
Night They Drove Old Dixie Down, and Up On Cripple Creek proved beyond doubt what a great raw
edged singer Levon Helm was.
Other albums followed; Rock Of Ages [1972] a live set that captured them at their peak of creativity,
Northern Lights-Southern Cross [1975] came pretty close to matching much of what had gone
before earlier in the decade.
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The second half of the seventies saw the artistic friction
between Levon and guitarist Robbie Robertson cross the
boundary of control and they decided to call it a premature
day, although very much on a grand scale with a farewell
concert in San Francisco which was recorded live on a
triple album and a film directed by Martin Scorsese,
entitled The Last Waltz, with a glittering superstar guest
list including naturally Bob Dylan. Their former boss
Ronnie Hawkins and the great Muddy Waters leant a mojo
hand as well.

Robbie, Jerry, Ronnie Hawkins, Rick
Levon was not a man to sit back and rest on his laurels.
and Levon Helm in 1963
Soon he was launching a solo career, releasing Levon
Helm And The RCO All Stars album in 1977, swiftly followed by Levon Helm [1978] and American
Son [1980]. The same year saw him making his film debut in Coal Miner’s Daughter playing the part
of Loretta Lynn’s father; a number of movie appearances followed in the coming years including 'The
Right Stuff [1983], The Dollmaker [1984], Feeling Minnesota [1996], The Three Burials Of
Melquiades Estrada [2005] and Shooter [2007].
1983 saw Rick Danko and Helm reunited for an acoustic tour, the following year Hudson and Manuel
came aboard for a much touted Band reunion in which Robertson chose not to participate. Tragedy
struck in 1986 when Richard Manuel took his own life. As the Band Reunion bandwagon continued
to roll throughout the remainder of the decade and half way through the next, his place at the piano
stool was taken by old band mate from his days with Ronnie Hawkins, Richard Bell.
Albums released under The Band name with Bell included in the revised line up were Jericho [1993],
High On The Hog [1996], Jubilation [1998] the latter album title proving to be somewhat cruelly ironic
for that being the year that Helm was diagnosed with throat cancer. Very sadly that powerful
emotional raw singing voice was lost, although he continued to perform playing drums, harmonica
and mandolin with his daughter Amy.
Fighting against all odds to a performing fitness in 2004 he set up Levon Helm Midnight Ramble
Sessions, live performances from his studios in Woodstock New York, and these sessions have
been preserved for posterity on several recordings.
2007 saw the release of his highly acclaimed Dirt Farmer album, a set of old time country and folk
songs which won him a much deserved Grammy as best traditional folk album.
The following year he was presented with a further accolade with a Recording Academy Lifetime
Achievement Award as well as Artist Of The Year from the Americana Music Association. A second
Grammy was forthcoming in 2009 for his album Electric Dirt and two years later in 2011 a third for
Ramble At The Ryman.
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Tales From The Woods has to raise another glass this time to yet another ever lost link to old time
variety that of Entertainer Max Bygraves who died just a few weeks shy of his 90th Birthday on 31st
August.
In our last issue No 68 we said farewell to the passing of comedian/script writer Eric Sykes who
wrote the hugely popular radio comedy of the fifties ‘Educating Archie’. It was through this show that
Bygraves, like so many who appeared on the programme, got his really big break. As a child this
was where his name would become relevant to me and no doubt many short trousered kids of the
1950s with his catchphrases "A good idea son" and "Bighead" becoming a part of my playground
vocabulary. Childhood is all too soon passed and we leave Archie and Max far behind.
I have often posed the question why a performer who seems to be forever on our television screens
and heard over the radio, sold thousands upon thousands of his sing along albums of old time music
hall songs, seemingly vanished from in particular our TV screens virtually overnight; maybe the
reason is contained within this appreciation.
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"I Wanna Tell You A Story"
Born Walter William Bygraves in Rotherhithe, a rough, tough inner south
east London suburb from a large family, his father one-time prize fighter
turned docker and his wife Lillian raised them all in a two room flat and
money was often scarce. As a lad he seemed to rapidly grow to his full
height of around six feet and possessed a natural self confidence that he
carried with a humorous persona. He attended St Joseph's school and
sang with his school at Westminster Cathedral.
His father was the first to notice his son’s natural performing ability and
persuaded him to 'do a turn' at a docker’s church hall beano, to which he
duly agreed, dressed him in an old army cap, a broom for a rifle and sang
a couple of songs from what was the still recent great war of 1914-1918.
Despite being bitten by the show business bug from hence forward, upon leaving school at age 14
he went to work as a messenger boy for an advertising agency. Whenever an opportunity, time, and
finance presented itself he could be found in the seats of Holborn Empire.
Second World War led to change of employment working in a factory that
made air-raid shelters before volunteering for the RAF upon his 20th
birthday on 16th October 1940. Working as an aircraft fitter, two years later
he met a WAAF Sergeant, Blossom Murray, and they would soon marry
which lasted for the remainder of their lives.
Throughout the war years he entertained his fellow service men and in
pubs doing impersonations of Max Miller which earned him the nickname
Max and which eventually became his stage name.
After the war he turned professional virtually immediately although for some years the going was
tough; a break of sorts came during an appearance at Clapham Grand Theatre where he acquired
an agent and some regular work. However it would be the medium of radio that would provide the
required breakthrough, appearing in a show that consisted of other demobbed entertainers
struggling to climb the ladder of success including Benny Hill, Frankie Howerd, Spike Milligan, Harry
Secombe and Jimmy Edwards aptly called 'They're Out’, which led swiftly to a touring revue with
Frankie Howerd 'For The Fun Of It’,
followed by his first excursion onto the big screen with the 1949 comedies 'Bless Them All' and
‘Skimpy In The Navy’.
However it was the aforementioned ‘Educating Archie’ that sky rocketed Bygraves to fame and
fortune which in turn led to the title role of the 1956 film ‘Charley Moon' followed by a couple of Lewis
Gilbert's social dramas 'Cry From The Streets’ and 'Spare The Rod’ for which he won considerable
acting acclaim. Both these films were seen by myself as a child with my keen cinema visiting parents
and seeing again recently for the first time in many years I was indeed surprised by the gritty realism
of a poverty stricken London docklands of the period.
An appearance at London’s Finsbury Park Empire led to his debut in 1950 at the London Palladium.
In the decades ahead, as his fame grew, he performed at this world renowned variety theatre in no
less than fourteen different long running shows as well as 19 Royal Variety Performances during
which time his most enduring and nationally well-known catch phrase was born… 'I wanna tell you
a story’.
Against all the odds his cockney humour, and sing along style found favour in America sharing a
stage in New York with Judy Garland for a season.
His series of Sing Along With Max albums amazingly throughout the decade of the sixties earned
him 30 gold records; equally successful in the previous decade were his novelty songs like ‘You’re
A Pink Toothbrush’, ‘Gilly Gilly Ossenfeffer Katzenellen Bogen By The Sea’, ‘Fings Ain't Wot They
Used T'Be’ along with his Blitz spirit unashamedly sentimental tunes like ‘Heart Of My House', ‘Meet
Me On The Corner’ and arguably his most famous ‘You Need Hands’ were all high in the hit parade
as the charts were called back in those days.
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For two years in the mid-eighties he became a game host on television’s
long running game show Family Fortunes. After one in particular
embarrassing debacle too many he decided reluctantly that these types of
show were not his forte and called it a day. However vanishing from our
television screens completely was not, I am sure, what was in his mind, but
that is basically what happened. Had his time caught up with him? His
schmaltzy old fashioned style outlived its lifespan? His natural audience
whom in reality belonged to an even earlier era than himself were all rapidly
dying off? A combination of all possibly. Also by all accounts he was not the
easiest of performers to please and could often appear formidable and threatening.
He was far from inactive after his sudden fall from grace, working increasingly overseas in particular
South Africa during the apartheid period which certainly did not help him to win new friends back
home; Australia too, where he would eventually relocate.
Despite all this, back in Blighty following on from his first book, an autobiography aptly entitled ‘I
Wanna Tell You A Story' in 1976, he published a novel the following year 'Milkman's On His Way’,
and further volumes of his memoirs appeared in 1989 'After Thoughts’, another in 1997 'Max
Bygraves In His Own Words’ and ‘Stars In My Eyes: A Life In Show Business’ in 2002.
Awarded an OBE in 1982, ten years later upon his 70th birthday a lunch was given in his honour by
the Variety Club Of Great Britain.
In 1994 he released the album 'Bells Of Arnhem’, an emotional and powerful tribute to the men who
fell in their thousands in the battle that would become known as A Bridge Too Far - all the proceeds
went to a charities of the airborne forces.
He returned to his spiritual home of the London Palladium at the turn of the present century for a
show that celebrated his long career.
Suffering from Alzheimer’s disease in later years he was cared for by his family, his wife Blossom
pre-deceased him by a year.
V

V

V
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How many times have you heard this too often repeated statement either in print or upon the
airwaves, upon hearing the opening bars of an over familiar tune you are immediately transported
back in time and place to where or whenever this supposedly magical experience took place. I
personally, no doubt like many of you, simply play a record because I love it or want to hear it again,
not for any half imagined emotional experience that may have taken place many decades
previously. However there is one exception, that being the record justifiably described as the flower
children’s anthem, Scott Mackenzie’s San Francisco. It certainly is not because of its location as, in
the summer of love of 1967, this part time hippie had yet set foot outside the UK, living in bed-sitter
land around Notting Hill Gate, San Francisco might as well have been on another planet. It was a
great time however to be young. It is the optimism of the period that stirs my soul whenever I heard
this tune on the radio as it cropped up on oldie slots in the decades that have flown by since.
It is not flower emblazoned children that fill my thoughts during the three
minutes duration of this record but the faces of people who were a part of my
life at the time, some of which I recounted in the early days of this magazine;
Andrew the Airline Pilot, Nana the Bird Lady along with many other equally
eccentric characters that occupied often a lonely existence around these
west London streets that I have yet to recount in print.
Scott McKenzie who died aged 73 on the 18th August, was certainly unique
amongst his kaftan wearing fellow travellers that he believed whole heartedly
in the hippie dream and continued to do so long after that dream wilted as
quickly as the flowers they wore. Certainly unlike John Phillips the composer
of San Francisco and control freak within west coast band Mamas And
Papas.
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As the flower children grew up to be masters of the universe during the eighties they created here
at home in the UK the blueprint for this country’s most unequal society in western Europe, in
America producing Reaganomics.
McKenzie did other things; undeterred by a failed follow up Like An Old Time Movie he cut an album
'Stained Glass Morning’, this time writing all the songs himself. Sadly success continued to elude
him and he would have to wait twenty years for a whiff of commercial success again by being a
co-writer on the Beach Boys 1988 hit Kokomo. Mostly though he just wandered around his desert
town home of Joshua Tree, California bare footed and talking to plants. I think despite musical
differences he could have found a home amongst us Woodies.

More Memories of Bert Weedon
I never actually played with dear Bert, not sure why but it never seemed to happen, not that I can
remember anyway.
However in about 1976/8 whilst I was Promotions Manager at CBS/Arbiter Ltd. I was responsible for
setting up a promotional Press day for Fender. This I did successfully at the United States Trade
Centre in London. A lot of the press came and it made a couple of the Nationals. I do have one press
cutting which featured Bert, Hank Marvin and Joe Brown. The strap-line was that these were the
early influences in the UK on the Electric Guitar. And this cutting, was what I intended to send to
you. However, no matter how hard I have looked, I can't seem to find it anywhere, which is unlike
me, as I am a stickler/hoarder and I keep everything.
Suffice to say that when I contacted Bert and told him what I was doing, even though he had never
played Fender, he was more than happy to turn up on the day without any mention of payment, even
for expenses, to have his photo taken and speak to the Press.
He was a typical old type British Musician, polite and professional - "Just tell me what time and when
to turn up and where". Bottom line he turned up on the day, everyone was so pleased to see him,
both Hank and Joe were pleased to see him and joked about his "Play the Guitar in a Day" Tutor
that he had written and every kid from Jimmy Page onwards had read. Bert hung around for as long
as he was required, he had a buffet lunch with us and after all was done and dusted he thanked us
for our hospitality and made his good-byes.
I have some warm memories of Bert and how polite and unassuming he was, he had the air of a
session musician opposed to that of an 'Artiste/Performer/Entertainer' as he was then, doing the
cabaret circuit and filling clubs.
Mark Goodwin
I was sorrow to hear about the recent passing of Bert Weedon. I have fond memories of him. He
was solo studio guitarist on my EMI Abbey Road recording for Columbia "Matchbox” and “Your True
Love” back in 1957. He was always happy and friendly when I met him on numerous occasions on
shows and in the studio. I remember so well his blonde "Hofner (Hophner) Committee" guitar with
two, what I call, "chocolate finger" pickups. This was a very popular guitar back then for rock and
pop music. At one time I had a Hofner Committee as well, but with no chocolate finger pickups... a
beautiful guitar.
I tried to play with the very special Bert Weedon plectrum but it didn't work for me, and I remember
having his guitar tutor at home. Bert had a fantastic right hand technique and read "prima vista"
which was what he constantly used in the recording studio world. (The A&R men didn't want to do
too many takes because it would add to the cost of the session fees.) I remember Guitar Boogie,
which we played differently, Bert by the book and me "by ear" back then.
Yes I have a fond place in my heart and memories of a great British guitar playing icon, who paved
the way for many young and budding guitarists through the years. Pick in Peace Bert,
Terry Wayne
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Racism
Racism has overtaken arson on the calendar of serious crimes, making it number two to murder,
and ahead of treason.
The announcement came from the Race Hate Board, where the new listings were being circulated
to judges, magistrates, the 67 local daily papers in the country, 1,312 local radio stations and all
national newspapers.
“We anticipate that allegations of race hatred, proven or otherwise, to be the lead in local daily
papers, and the lead story in local news bulletins,” a spokesman at Board headquarters, Race Hate
House told me.
“So far, this policy is working. Our aim is to isolate and humiliate any white individual who could
be construed as making racist comments, no matter how obscure the platform for these comments.
“It doesn’t matter whether it is at a bus-stop or a website, via Twitter or Facebook, and it doesn’t
matter either whether anyone has taken offence or not. It also doesn’t interest us if no complaint
has been made, and we are the only people who have seen or heard it. In fact, we don’t care if
no-one has heard or seen it, and we are working on technology to identify those guilty of racist
thoughts.
“The full weight of the law will be brought to bear on offenders.”
The spokesman added: “The mood of society at present places racial language well ahead of
obscenities and four letter words in terms of seriousness, and we aim to reflect that.”
The spokesman explained: “Calling someone from Pakistan a Paki is as offensive at calling
someone from Britain a Brit, someone from Scotland a Scot, or someone from Germany a German.
“Calling someone a Paki suggests they come from a poverty stricken country which harbours
terrorists, and reminds people of the London tube bombers.
“Calling someone a Brit is obviously an allusion to Britain’s imperial past and its colonial shame,
calling someone a Scot suggests they don’t wear underpants under their skirts, and calling
someone a German suggests they like starting wars.”
The spokesman continued: “Could you hold on, please? By the way, are you writing this down? I
have just had a word with one of my colleagues. Apparently, calling foreigners a Brit, a German, or
a Scot is considered OK for the moment.
“Aussie, yes, Jap, no, if you don’t mind making that clear.”
So there are exceptions? “Obviously, those whose religious beliefs command them to kill all Jews,
nuke Israel and call for the total destruction of the West, particularly those who express those
beliefs in a language most of us don’t understand, must be respected.
“It would be an infringement of their human rights to do otherwise.”
Actually, I made all this up. I phoned Race Hate House for a comment and the switchboard operator
could not speak English, so I had to hang up.
(I made that up, too).
.
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Letters to the Editor

Hi Keith,
I read through your article on page 3, Issue 68 of Tales From The Woods, several times and, as one
who had written a very broad Blues (and Rhythm) column in issue 67, I agree with most of what you
have to say.
Firstly, I wish I had gone to see Lazy Lester for many reasons, mainly to support TFTW in any music
that I like and also because I have a likable LP by Lazy Lester called 'Harp and Soul' which I bought
in May 1989 but had never seen him. I didn't go because I hoped it would be well supported and
also, because I live out in the sticks and don't, at the moment, drive it would have cost me nearly
£50 to get there and back without the entrance fee. It was for the same reason that I did not go to
any of the London 'Blues' Festival gigs and there were several I would have liked to see.
You make further good points about the Paul Jones show featuring blues in London (although I think
you got to him because he did play Lazy Lester with The Scottish band Blues 'n' Trouble) this week.
The show was a disappointment especially that, in two and a half hours, only five acts were featured
and, like yourself, I enjoyed Eric Bibb and to a lesser extent Robert Cray (both of whom I have
several CDs of) but did not enjoy the almost 'heavy metal blues' of Kenny Wayne Shepherd, Warren
Haynes and the rock style of Ian Segal (I don't enjoy the sounds of these three so I have no music
by them).
Younger audiences have redefined some types of music and have used existing terms to label their
music. So we have R&B which now means a sort of drums and bass soul music to the younger set.
When I talk about R&B I mean the music that starts with Blues passes by R&R but steals the beat
and becomes a contemporary but satisfying music form for the older generation.
Blues today, for the younger generation, means heavy rock, sometimes slow but always ponderous
and is tending to fill 'blues' clubs where the clientele think very loud long guitar solos are blues and
probably have never heard of Leadbelly, Jimmy Reed, Leroy Carr, Robert Johnson or even Lazy
Lester. (I suspect they might have turned up for Howlin’ Wolf hoping he might be another Led
Zeppelin).
I'm afraid True Blues (perhaps we should call it that or, as you suggested, Blues Blues) is a bit like
40's dance music and is no longer popular with the masses and the only audience would fill the
place with Zimmer frames! The incredible exception to this for me has been 'the Buena Vista Social
Club' where the only Zimmer frames are on the stage! My step son bought their first album for me
as a birthday present (he bought himself one too) and I found it pedestrian to say the least but I still
keep giving it a go in case I might shout 'Got it' and find the exciting key to it all.
I saw Buddy Guy a few years ago in Vannes (Brittany) and he played all his blues 'hits' and the
French audience loved him. I just know Lazy Lester would have filled that venue. The French love
their proper Jazz and Blues. In my local watering hole I asked my mates there if they had heard of
Lazy Lester; none of them had which is not much of a surprise as they probably don't know of
anybody else I've written about here.
In the late 90's I, with a couple of other mates, ran almost 50 gigs in our village using mostly London
based R&B bands (The Balham Alligators, The Poorboys, Dana Gillespie, James Hunter, Big Town
Playboys) and had regular full houses. We were offered, by an agent, a genuine Dallas based
Bluesman, Bob Kirkpatrick who had come out of semi-retirement and was touring smaller venues in
the UK. We were excited and agreed. We knew we would have a good house because the villagers
trusted our judgement. About 160 turned up (200 would be full) and were 'interested' to see a
genuine American Blues Artist but he was not what they expected, they couldn't dance to his music.
What it did do was affect our next gig and it took a return of a known band (by them) to get the
confidence back to support us.
My long winded point is that 'Real Blues' (Blues Blues, True Blues) is no longer popular here with
the great majority so other blues clubs rarely have it, they have what youngsters think is blues and
is the music which keeps them going. Even my column is a bit of a cop out as I quickly changed it
to contemporary R&B as I felt I had nothing new to say about the old true Blues artists. You had a
go and you were disappointed. You have become a wiser promoter.
Best Regards, Dave Parker
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Letters to the Editor
Lazy Lester
Definitely the best I have
seen of Lester on this
tour. I think the acoustic
setting suits him and
Little George is the
perfect
accompanist.
Good turnout in the end
despite
slow
initial
response.
Alan Lloyd

Keith
Lazy Lester
Thanks very much for
last night which was
very enjoyable and
good to meet up with
some old friends I have
not seen in a while.
Dave Williams

Keith
It was a really good
evening and Lester was
very impressive, he is a
real character.
Regards
Patrick Hourihan

The Beach Boys
Rock’n’Roll Lives and so does group harmony as long as the Beach Boys are
around. Brilliant, wonderful show at The Empire Pool aka Wembley Arena on
Friday (and at the Royal Albert Hall on Thursday according to the reviews). I
understand that the Arena holds around 12,500 people and it was full of a
mixed crowd of various age groups.
I saw young children, lots of grey haired and no-haired like me and lots of
young people and everybody seemed happy - the reception from the
audience was terrific and very loud. A wonderful atmosphere and two and a
half hours of wonderful music - not bad for five 70+ year olds. No gimmicks just continuous music (with a short interval in addition to the 2.5 hours)
including moving filmed performances by the late Carl and Dennis Wilson.
The only regret is that this seems to have been the last performance by the
reunited original and early replacement Beach Boys, although it appears that
Mike Love will tour with his Beach Boys again. I can’t think of a favourite song
that they didn’t sing and they included Rock’n’Roll and group harmony
classics like Do You Wanna Dance, Why Do Fools Fall In Love, Come Go
With Me, Then He Kissed Me (as Then I Kissed Her) and Surfin’ USA with its
similarity to Sweet Little Sixteen.
Together with the exuberant and joyful Rock’n’Roll there were plenty of
thoughtful and moving slower songs. I know that everything is subjective and
others will disagree but I would place Mike Love very high in my pantheon of
singers.
Like all of us I have seen hundreds of shows and performers and this is one
of the very best ever in my opinion. The band was superb too and the vocal
harmonies sublime as one would expect. We even saw poor old Brian smile.
I wonder if any other Woodies were there or at the RAH.
Best wishes and hope to see you at Hemsby,
Derek Pedder
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Letters to the Editor
Below are details of a concert some of you may already know about, some of you have
already bought tickets which is great! My husband Paul is arranging it (it's in memory of
his dad, and the first one last year was a great success, where lots of money was raised
for Teenage Cancer Trust). It's going to be a brilliant night, and tickets are already flying
out, so do book as soon as you know you can come). I shall also be performing, of course.
All the best, Kate Garner
I am delighted to announce that a friend of mine from the comedy world is to appear at
The Peter Garner Charity Evening. Gary Delaney is a very funny stand-up comedian
and writer, who recently appeared on BBC2's 'Mock The Week' and Dave's 'One Night
Stand.' Gary, who goes out with rising star Sarah Millican, is a regular on the national
live comedy circuit.
Just a reminder that the incomparable 'Chas & Dave' will be headlining the event which
takes place at The Junction, Clifton Road, Cambridge on FRIDAY NOVEMBER 30TH.
The boys are only doing one other live performance together this year, so to get to see
them play at our event is a real treat and one not to be missed...
So, here are the different ways you can buy tickets. They are all priced at £15:00, and
all proceeds go to the Teenage Cancer Trust.
The box office is at The Junction, Cambridge Leisure Park, Clifton Road, Cambridge.
To buy tickets, you can call at the box office in person, or book by telephone on
01223-511511, or click the link below and order tickets online.
http://junction.iristickets.co.uk/en/group/4479/the-peter-garner-charity-evening/

HACKNEY EMPIRE
Hi Ken,
I was surprised to see you on Sunday and delighted of course! I didn't realise you
were thinking of going, I knew Keith was and left a message thinking we could
have met up. I didn't go to the artiste’s bar afterwards but since then have realised
I should have looked for old school friends.
I loved the show. I felt everyone had worked hard at making it run smoothly (even
though the juggler dropped two throws for two seconds). I thought the Dames
were fantastic, the band was really great, and the humour throughout made it
seem so real. I felt The Beatles were bound to be next on. To hear those songs
played by a writer made me realise how really well written those songs that
helped to make the era were and without the artists to hear make them
memorable in that way, the songs stood out alone as excellent pop songs. I
worked at Welbeck Music where Tony Hatch and Jackie Trent were songwriters
and loved that part.
I feel the Water Rats have shown that family entertainment of that ilk is welcome
so very much judging by the appreciation of the audience. Hopefully this will
spring eternal. I feel it has its place just as much as anything else going on in
entertainment at that time.
I was so pleased that a book fair I regularly attend was back on for the first time
in months that I got tied up in thinking about that and missed the parade. What a
shame, although to coin a variety show host’s phrase "Didn't We Do Well"!!!!
Bye for now, Marilyn Hill
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Eddie Bond - The Brown-Eyed Hillbilly in the 50s
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES - January 18, 2012
On August 13, 1955, Eddie played the Big D Jamboree with Al Dexter and Helen Hall, before staging
the Louisiana Hayride on September 10, 1955, ending a short tour from 5 to 9 September through
Arkansas, Missouri and Mississippi, with Elvis, Johnny Cash and Bud Deckleman. In October 1955,
a first paper was dedicated to Eddie in the musical magazine “Cowboy Songs” and shows a picture
of the band including Jody Chastine. There’s a mention about Curtis Alderson, bass player, doing
the comedy routines. Eddie also took a job as deejay for KWEM being paid $20 a week and was
selling “air time” to merchants when off air.
While on tour, Eddie drove a Pontiac or a red and white
Eddie with his daughter Becky
four door Oldsmobile 88 (1955 model), with a big ole box
on top for the instruments. Hayden Thompson
remembers the first time that Eddie Bond came to
Booneville, late 1955, driving a 1955 Pontiac. Through the
years these long tours with only sandwiches, cocoa and
coffee took their toll on Eddie who made the choice to stay
closer to his family and his daughter Becky, born on
August 8, 1954. Another daughter, Lisa, was born on May
7, 1960 and a son, Eddie Jr, on February 26, 1968. Then
a large part of the money made playing at drive-in movies,
little theatres, little church dances, school houses while on
the road was spent on motel rooms, gas, car
maintenance, fines… Living on the road eating burgers,
cheese and crackers and boloney together, drinking
coffee and RC cola ain’t a life. The same reasons made
Jimmy Lee and Lynn Fautheree take their leave from Faron Young’s Country Deputies in 1957.
Marshall Grant wrote in his autobiography that if he had not been a mechanic at Automobile Sales
Company, Johnny Cash and The Tennessee Two would have split, being left broke by the green
1954 Plymouth Savoy’s repair costs. Think about it when you wonder why some talented cat hangs
up their guitar, also known as starving box, and forgets about their fame and fortune dreams.
In February 1956, Eddie and The Stompers got a contract with Mercury records thanks to Webb
Pierce who was a big help to him. Eddie never sang like Webb who was not his favourite singer but
they were good friends and later more help came for a contract with “Decca”. A first session was
produced by Dee Kilpatrick, with Sleepy Eyed John guesting, in WPMS radio studio in Memphis. In
the band were Reggie Young (gtr sol), John Hughey (stl gtr), Johnny Fine (pno) and some other
musicians. The first recording was a cover of ”I’ve Got A Woman” that was issued back to back with
”Rockin’ Daddy”, borrowed from Sonny Fisher (Starday 179, March 1955), on Mercury 70826 the
following month. These fabulous Rockabilly sides, The Western newest grand-child, were also
issued in England, in 1956, but only on the LP “First Rock‘n’Roll Party” (Mercury MPT 7512). On
Cashbox’s magazine we read: ”Excellent Stompers’ support on two stand-out sides. Solid-driving,
rhythmic piece that fits perfectly into the Rock’n’Roll craze. Could be real big”. "Rockin' Daddy" was
rated five stars in Country and Western Jamboree. In the Billboard issue dated March 17, 1956,
“Rockin’ Daddy” is reviewed as follows “This will be a dangerous record in today’s market” while “I
Got A Woman” came with this statement: ”Bond rides it hard. Both (sides) have exceptional juke box
potential”. Two other recordings from the same session, “Blue Suede Shoes” and ”Sister Jenny
Won‘t You Pray For Me”, were lost or destroyed. I wonder if Kurt Alexander who joined KWEM the
very same month gave some support to Eddie’s new platter? In The Billboard issue dated May 12,
1956, Paul Ackerman wrote a paper titled “Diskeries In Race for R&R Country Talent - Listener
interest in ‘back shack’ sound on increase, say C&W DJs” carrying mention of Carl Perkins, Warren
Smith, Janice Martin, Eddie Bond, Buddy Holly, Marvin Rainwater, Andy Starr and Sid King.
On May 12, 1956, Eddie with Jody Chastain (bs), Johnny Fine (bat) and Reggie Young (gtr sol),
playing his Fender Stratocaster, was at Owen Bradley’s location in Nashville to cut the fabulous
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”Slip, Slip Slippin’ In”/”Flip, Flop Mama” (Mercury 70882) and ”Baby, Baby, Baby (What Am I Gonna
Do)”/”Boppin’ Bonnie” (Mercury 70941). Four demented sides that made Elvis sound like a Hillbilly
singer even if Country & Western Jamboree printed about that record in November 1956: "Bond, a
Memphis disciple of the Elvis cult, strains to the utmost on both of these very rocking sides. The
band sets up a raucous rumble in the background, but there's still only one Elvis". “Boppin’
Bonnie”/“Baby, Baby, Baby (What Am I Gonna Do)” were issued in New Zealand on the very rare
Mercury S45-4239. ”Flip, Flop Mama” was co-written by Eddie and ”Boppin’ Bonnie”, by Jody
Chastain and Jerry Huffman. ”Slip, Slip Slippin’ In”, written by Bob Belyeu, (who wrote “Honey Stop”
for Faron Young and “Lonesome Train” for Johnny T. Talley) was also recorded by Lou Millet, a
performer and deejay on WLCS located in Baton Rouge (Louisiana), who also recorded for Ekko in
1955. That recording was issued on Republic 7130 coupled with the terrific “Shorty The Barber”, the
nickname given around Memphis to Marshall Erwin Ellis. That indispensable record was re-issued
on Dee-Jay Jamboree and bootlegged in its original format. It’s interesting to note that Sam Phillips
tried unsuccessfully to record a song also titled “Shorty The Barber” by Joe Hill Louis in August
1950. Nobody will ever know. On June 1st, 1956, Eddy Bond played for a Rock‘n’Roll Show booked
by Bob Neal at the Overton Park Shell in Memphis with Carl Perkins, Johnny Cash, Warren Smith
and Roy Orbison. With that line-up and Sonny Burgess & The Pacers, he played the Silver Moon in
Newport (Arkansas), a location that could host 800 people. Eddie also played the Porky Rooftop,
also in Newport, with Bud Deckelman. Ronnie Hawkins remembers seeing them there like Hillbillies
out of place. Maybe not kind but you had to remember these Arkansas places were rockin’ with
crazy bands like the Pacers, The Little Green Men or The Rockhousers that included Martin Willis’
hot sax and Jack Nance’s trumpet strut. They had wild stage acts doing the bug, wearing crazy
clothes, rollin’ on the floor and putting a heavy load of blues in their act. Eddie was definitely more
Hillbilly even if he could rock right with his Stompers. In May and June 1956, Eddie had a feature in
the magazine “Country and Western Jamboree” and in August 1956, he got a little mention from
columnist Charlie Lamb in “Country Song Roundup”.
On June 5, 1956, Eddie played at the Greenville High School (Ms) with Roy Orbison and Johnny
Cash and on June 9, 1956 The Billboard wrote about “Slip, Slip Slippin’ In”: “A fast country blues.
Eddie Bond’s performance here is frantic and exciting”. On July 7, 1956 Eddie was at the Louisiana
Hayride with Rose & Cal Maddox, George Jones, Doug Bragg and Werly Fairburn. On August 7,
1956, Eddy Bond was at the Family Drive-In in Dexter (Missouri) with Roy Orbison & His Teen Kings
and Narvel Felts to lead a solid Rock & Roll show as billed. He was back in Shreveport (Louisiana)
on August 18, 1956 sharing the stage with Johnny Horton, Betty Amos and Jack Ford. The Billboard
in its September 29, 1956 edition printed about Eddie’s new release “Boppin’ Bonnie”/“Baby, Baby,
Baby (What I Am Gonna Do)” (Mercury 70941): “Lively rockabilly has the power to stir some
teen-age action. Heavy beat in back is a big factor”.
Late September, Eddie Bond and The Stompers played in Tupelo for the Mississippi - Alabama Fair
and got 180 dollars for their performance. Also playing all through the week were Ernest Tubb, The
Wilburn Brothers, Hank Locklin, Bobby Helms, The Blackwood Brothers, The Statesmen, The
Chuck Wagon Gang, The Oak Ridge Quartet, Carl Perkins, Warren Smith and many other artists
including… Elvis Presley. On October 6, 1956 Eddie played the Big D Jamboree in Dallas going into
”Rockin’ Daddy” and ”Boppin’ Bonnie”. Late 1956, Eddie was back at KWEM working as a dee jay
for $20 a week, hosting The Eddie Bond Show every day, from 2.30 pm to 4.30 pm, from the West
Memphis studio. In the morning he had another broadcast but from the Memphis studio. As a theme
tune for his show, Eddie used “Rockin’ Daddy”. Also on KWEM was Kyle ”Pappy” Lambert, with a
daily country show known as the Family Station Frolics. In August 1956, that dee jay broke a
national record playing records on air for 127 hours. Another dee jay was Fred Byler, also singer
and bass player who would be co-owner of Satellite records. The first release in January 1958 “Blue
Roses”/”Give Me Your Love” (100) was by him and didn't go over three hundred copies. The next
issue on that Memphis label was the terrific “Boppin’ High School Baby”/”Warrior Sam” by Don Willis
(101). What a record!
Late 1956, a recording session was set at the Gold Star studio in Houston with Phil Baugh (gtr), Doc
Lewis (pno) and some local musicians. ”You’re Part Of Me” and “They Say We’re Too Young”
(written by Quinton Claunch and Bill Cantrell) were issued on February 14, 1957 as Mercury18

Starday 71067. “They Say We’re Too Young” was reviewed as “stock vocal job on an effective
ballad” in the Billboard of March 9, 1957. In January 1957, Eddie Bond was featured on the Country
and Western Jamboree Year Book for 1957 with this mention: "This (radio) experience has made
Eddie a dynamic stage personality and master of the rhythm songs". ”Backslidin’” (a country weeper
also from Claunch and Cantrell) was issued with ”Love Love Love”, from a later session, on
Mercury-Starday 71237 by November 14, 1957. The last song cut at that late 1956 session was
”One Step Closer To You”, a good fast country ditty but wrecked by a probably overdubbed organ,
issued on the LP Mercury MG 20360 ”A Night At The Louisiana Hayride” with stuff by Tibby
Edwards, Johnny Mathis, Benny Barnes and others. The songs brought in by Claunch and Cantrell
are straight hillbillies that could have had some action a couple of years earlier but by 1957 they
sounded too hick to have any commercial potential.
The last session for “Mercury” was done at the same location, early 1957, giving us ”Lovin’ You
Lovin’ You” and ”Hershey Bar” (Mercury-Starday 71153) and were issued on July 3, 1957. ”Hershey
Bar”, a good pop ditty with sax and piano but ruined by organ, was covered by Boyd Bennett in 1961
(Mercury 71724) and was re-issued on two LPs by 1965, Guest Star “Stars And Guest At The
Louisiana Hayride” (GS 1492) and Diplomat “All Star Country and Western” (DS 2623). ”Lovin’ You”
is a country song with nothing outstanding. That single was reviewed by Country and Western
Jamboree in their Winter 1957 issue as follows: “Memphis’ Eddie Bond should return to the
rockabilly wherein he made his biggest mark. Both of these sides tend toward the quasi-hillbilly style
and it’s not for him”. By then Eddie had several fan clubs handled by Rita Sutherland, Barbara Lentz
and Barbara McCool, all from Memphis. I don’t know their activities or if any bulletins were ever
printed.
Early 1957 came the Eddie Bond’s Talent Agency, located at 884 South Cooper Street - Memphis
- run by his dad and Dick Stuart, now on WMPS. Phil Moss, previously program director at KWEM,
was soon added and started a weekly show at the Memphis’ Armory. The first show on Sunday
March 10, 1957 was headlined by Johnny Horton. Through Eddie Bond’s Memphis All-Star
Jamboree, they handled tours and dates for Johnny Horton, the Blackwood Brothers, Carl Perkins,
Johnny Cash, Buck Owens, Red Sovine, Warner Mack, Faron Young, Wanda Jackson, Hawkshaw
Hawkins. These artists played fairs, regular shows, night clubs, radio and TV. The agency handled
promotion business for Bud Deckelman, Charlie Feathers, Lloyd McCullough, Willie Mitchell and
Travis Wammack. On March 31 1957, the 4th Memphis All-Star Jamboree was set by Eddie Bond
at the Tennessee National Guard Armory, 2525 Central Road - Memphis - with Charlie Feathers,
Travis Wammack, Len Griffin and two Gospel bands. Len Griffin, from Mississippi, recorded for
Erwin in 1957, one of the many labels owned by Marshall Erwin Ellis. Eddie Bond also owned a
record shop located 36 North Cleveland Street - Memphis.
Eddie was at the Louisiana Hayride on March 23, 1957 being signed as regular, with Bud
Deckelman, the next month. On April 20 1957, they were together in Shreveport doing three songs
each. Eddie opened the 9.00 segment before Jimmy & Johnny. Our friend Margaret Lewis did her
first appearance as guest as did Charlie Phillips. From here Margaret worked with Dale and Gerald
Hawkins before being a recording artist for Ram records. On April 27, 1957, Eddie Bond and Bud
Deckelman played a Louisiana Hayride show at the Robinson Memorial Auditorium in Little Rock
(Ar). At the “Holiday In Dixie” season many Louisiana Hayride shows were held in Texas. Eddie &
Bud when they were singing on the Louisiana Hayride like they did on July 20, 1957 and Sept 7,
1957, made the trip from West Memphis to Shreveport together. Bud drove and when asked a
dozen times did he want one of the guys to drive, he would away say “in a little while” but he never
moved from the wheel. Around that time Eddie had left KWEM to join WHHM, West Memphis,
having a daily show and a three hour slot on Saturday. Eddie bought a second hand Cessna from
the Blackwood Brothers and employed Buddy McNabb to fly it until they almost crashed near Laurel
(Mississippi) on their way to Mobile, Alabama. In September 1957, Eddie Bond may have been part
of the “Biggest Show of Stars for 1957” set by Irving Field. A picture of him with Benny Martin and
Hank King in Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania) may have been taken on Friday 6 September, 1957.

To be continued...
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I was listening to my iPod set on random when a song title came up, ‘Why don’t it look like the way
it talks’ (by Little Feat on CD ‘Kickin’ it at the Barn’) and it seemed to me that most ‘interesting’ song
titles come from Blues songs; this one, in particular conjures up for me a rather sexist remark (either
by a male or female) about a blind date that’s going wrong from the start! If I was a song writer, I
think I’d start with a great title, for example ‘If I had feet like that, I’d walk on my hands’. (An old
customer of mine, when I had a pub, always said that about mini-skirted girls in the bar).
In May, the American Blues Federation presented their 33rd Blues music awards and there
were 26 main categories. Each category had a short list of 5 and these were the winners.
Acoustic album: Conversations in Blue with Otis Spann by David Maxwell.
An interesting album of live pianist David Maxwell, duetting with tracks by deceased Otis Spann.
Acoustic Artist: Eric Bibb (Album ‘Troubadour’ Live with Steffan Astner)
Album of the Year: ‘Revolator’ by the Tedeschi Trucks band
BB King Entertainer: Tab Benoit
Blues Band: Tedeschi Trucks band
Best New Artist Debut: Samantha Fish (Album, ‘Runaway’)
Contemporary Blues Album: ‘Medicine’ by Tab Benoit
Contemporary Blues Female Artist: Susan Tedeschi
Contemporary Blues Male Artist: Tab Benoit
Blues DVD: Ruthie Foster ‘Live at Antone’s’
Gibson Guitar Award: Derek Trucks
Historical Blues Album: Howlin’ Wolf with ‘Smokestack Lightnin’ A Chess compilation
Instrument Bass: Biscuit Miller (Own band, BM and the Mix)
Instrument Drums: Chris Layton (Stevie Ray Vaughan, as part of Double Trouble and sessions)
Instrument Harmonica: Charlie Musselwhite (Sessions and Guesting)
Instrument: Horn: Terry Hanck (Elvin Bishop and own Band)
Instrument Other: Sunny Rhodes (Pedal Steel Guitar and own Band)
Koko Taylor Award Traditional Blues Female: Ruthie Foster
Pinetop Perkins Piano Player: Marcia Ball
Rock Blues Album: ‘Dust Bowl’ by Joe Bonamassa
Best Blues Song: ‘The Lord is waiting The Devil is too’ by Johnny Sansome
Soul Blues Album: ‘Show you a good time’ by Bobby Rush
Soul Blues Female: Denise LaSalle
Soul Blues Male: Curtis Salgado
Trad Blues Album: Chicago Blues - A Living History - The (R)evolution Continues’ Various Artists
Trad Blues Male Artist: Charlie Musselwhite
A couple of notes on the above.
I usually use this list, each year, to choose a CD ‘blind’ on the basis that it can’t be that bad. This
year I already have, and can recommend the Tab Benoit (Blues/R & B), Ruthie Foster (Gentle
Blues/Gospel), Joe Bonamassa (Blues/Rock) and The Tedeschi Trucks Band (Blues/Rock). I have
albums (not those listed) by Eric Bibb (lovely, listenable Blues), Howlin’ Wolf (The Best of Chicago
Blues), Charlie Musselwhite (Great Harmonica Blues) and Denise La Salle (the album I have is pure
soul).
On the nominations lists, and there were 5 to each category, and unfortunately, unsuccessful was
Tommy Castro (CD:-‘Presents the Legendary Rhythm and Blues Revue – Live) He was in 3
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categories. In the Rock Blues list was George Thorogood and his album ‘2120 South Michigan
Avenue’ on which he plays his slant on songs from the Chess label with guests like Charlie
Musselwhite, and makes a good job of it too. This is on my list!
Finally I’d like to congratulate Marcia Ball (Piano Player). I have 6 of her albums and was pleased
to say hello on the Delbert McClinton cruise a few years ago. She has a cracking band and deserves
the nomination as she is a fine New Orleans style piano player. Like most excellent instrumentalists,
her voice is not the best but, similar to Dr. John, the piano playing more than compensates
I have tried to look into the history of this and found that there is very little. It seems
it had beginnings in Africa and came over to America with the Negro slaves. It appears to have had
dodgy beginnings and was anything between 9 and 14 bars before it settled to 12. The simple fact
is that 12 bars ‘sounds’ right. On some old Muddy Waters and Howlin’ Wolf recordings you can hear
these artists giving the backing musicians a dog’s life, starting the next verse a bar early sometimes.
Johnny Cash, although not Blues, was another artist who pleased himself with the timing and a good
example of this is ‘Walk the Line’. He just starts when he feels like it and not when the musicians
think he should. (I use this as an example but it is actually a 16 bar standard sequence.) However
this was an attractive trade mark of his. More next time.
I would love to delve more deeply into contemporary blues but
this time I am just writing about two artists I admire for what they are trying to do and succeeding.
The first is Skip MacDonald better known as Little Axe who is using modern techniques and
sampling sounds, normally alien to blues and other traditional blues artists, and whether or not you
think it works, it is very interesting and I have a couple of CDs which I listen to often and am
intrigued. The other artist who is American (as is Little Axe) and tours often here is Hamilton Lumis.
He was the first I saw using the technique of getting into a ‘groove’ then recording this ‘groove’ using
foot pedals so he could then use it as backing and get on with solos or even more interesting ‘riffs’.
His Sax player also does this thus his four piece band (Guitar, Sax, Bass and Drums) effectively
becomes six or more sometimes. He is a personable performer and, even if the Blues is not for you,
I can heartily recommend you go along and watch this skilful performance.
My wife pointed out to me an article in SAGA magazine and it was recommending a
New Orleans station wwoz.org so I tried it. There is a lot of jazz but it’s worth persevering as there
are some great R&B sounds and for me it will be regular ‘computer’ listening.
There is a new magazine on the block. A glossy and rather expensive (£7.99) mag
produced by the same people as produce the Classic Rock ‘rock and roll’ periodical. They claim (like
me) to be concentrating on contemporary blues. I did enjoy issue 1 and will be looking for issue 2 to
see how it compares with the magazines to which I already subscribe. It’s simply called ‘The Blues’
I cannot write a Rhythm and Blues column without
recommending John Broven’s great book on the New Orleans scene,
‘Rhythm and Blues in New Orleans’. I don’t offer a review because it is
definitive; I’m going to read it again!
I’ve said before, I am a listener not a watcher so I rarely come
across a DVD I can recommend but… I was given a gift of the excellent
‘Let Them Talk’ by Hugh Laurie and it contained a DVD of the sessions
and some thoughts of Laurie on his musicians. I enjoyed seeing
somebody really enjoying themselves in the company of such great
players.
I try to find CDs here with a selection of artists
which may not be quite the ‘dyed in the wool’ blues performers but are
nevertheless Rhythm and Blues stock. On ‘The Essential Guide to
New Orleans’ a 3 CD set (10 and a half quid or less from Amazon) it
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has Jazz, Soul, Rock, Zydeco and Blues. It’s a job to pick out anything from its 46 standout tracks
but the two I pick for now are Irma Thomas’s ‘Ruler Of My Heart’, (She is the queen of New Orleans)
and a simply terrific version of ‘It’s All Over Now’ by The Dirty Dozen Brass Band featuring Dr. John,
One of the best versions since The Valentinos.
We have added a new conservatory to our house and are now furnishing
it. We have decided the TV will not be part of its makeup and it will be for music and reading. To be
sitting comfortably with a good book and some Blues in the background is going to be my idea of
heaven this autumn
A few years back I bought a terrific CD by Taj
Mahal (one of my all-time favourite artists) on which he was
supported by the Phantom Blues Band. Called, ‘Shoutin’ in Key’ I
had assumed the band was just another group he had got together
but it was an independent outfit and I have heard a couple of tracks
from their new album ‘Inside Out’ on two different Paul Jones
programmes so it’s now near the top of my wants list!
My wife and I went over to the Milton Keynes
International Festival and saw a very perky James Hunter do an
hour and a bit set which included some new material (a copy of
Alan Toussaint’s ‘Fortune Teller’ with a similar tune and different
words and a comic song called ‘Chicken Strut’). He has become a
much better guitarist since I saw him last and gives himself a lot more of those characteristic ‘stingy’
solos. The show was run by the Stables at Wavendon and was held in a very ‘posh’ and comfortable
tent on Milton Keynes Campbell Park.
Well, my step son, Justin, is taking me up to the Colne Blues festival (The
great British Rhythm and Blues Festival) where there are more blues acts than you can shake a stick
at. Justin had no real musical interests until I met his mother and he started to listen to my record
(and CD) collection, became a fan, and is treating me (and him) to this visit as a belated birthday
present. If my memory holds out, I’ll report on who we saw in my next blues article.
‘Rooster Rag’ and also ‘American Cutie’ both by Little Feat. These
represent my 23rd and 24th CDs by this group. I really enjoy them to the extent that even a CD
considered critically poor is better than most others for me!
Rooster Rag is brand new with 12 great tracks. American Cutie
contains 14 tracks recorded live in 1973 and includes tunes from
their first 4 albums and, of course, Lowell George.
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‘I’m In Love Again/All By
Myself’ by Bonnie Raitt and Jon Cleary from the double CD
‘Goin’ Home, A tribute to Fats Domino’. The proceeds from this
album were put towards revitalising Fats’ Lower 9th ward in New
Orleans. There are some unusual versions of Domino’s songs
and also an amazing variety of artists offering a track, 30 in all,
including Tom Petty, Taj Mahal, Paul McCartney, Toots and the
Maytels and Los Lobos. I also have a CD I bought in New
Orleans called ‘That’s Fats’ another tribute to the man which are
16 old versions by the likes of The Crickets, Dion and the
Belmonts and Sandy Nelson and this includes 3 tracks by the
man himself.
David Parker
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Coinciding with the 400th anniversary of the notorious Pendle Witch trials which resulted in the public
execution of eight of the accused, I wended my way to bonny Colne from where the nearby
splendour of Pendle Hill is clearly visible, for my annual blues music mission.
Here I met up with Woodette Linda Roberts who operates her well-recommended Pendle Sandwitch
Bar on Albert Road, just a few minutes walk away from the Municipal Hall which hosts the
International Stage.
Having decided to book tickets purely for the Friday night opening session, we arrived in time to see
zany MC Chris Power leading those assembled into a rousing Land Of Hope And Glory singalong
to kick off the 23rd festival, before introducing opening act Big Boy Bloater.
Now, he may sport a somewhat unflattering moniker, but Bloater is a great guy who has been plying
his trade on the Rock’n’Roll circuit for around two decades. In recent years he has introduced more
of a blues feel to his music, which suits his sharp vocal style and groovy guitar picking. For me the
highlight of a smashing set was his new single Leonard Cohen, not a tribute as such to the
melancholy master, but a tale of Bloater in a hotel room with a bottle of rum. Check it out for the full
story – it really is a super song.
Linda Gail Lewis was backed by an English drummer, a Scandinavian saxophonist, a guitarist and
bass player (who I think were from the Nordic countries too). Anyway, they proceeded to provide
splendid support to Linda Gail who was in fine fettle, with wild versions of Great Balls Of Fire and
Boogie Woogie Country Gal From Tennessee standing out in a spellbinding set. A couple of her own
songs were included – Lie And Deny plus the bluesy I’ll Take Memphis, which she wrote about the
annual Memphis In May festival.
Vivacious daughter Annie joined in to provide vocal accompaniment on Jambalaya, Johnny B
Goode and Good Golly Miss Molly, while her mother continued to give the keyboard a good
pounding. Annie also gave us her moving version of the tender ballad Should I Ever Love Again.
With the crowd calling out for more, Linda obliged with my favourite Killer song, High School
Confidential for her encore.
Linda Gail and Annie, photo courtesy of David James
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I saw The Troggs a couple of times at Nelson Imperial Ballroom in the late sixties, fronted by the
irrepressible Reg Presley. In fact the second occasion coincided with my first date with my now
ex-wife when Burnley’s match away to Manchester City was postponed so I went down the ‘Imp’
instead.
Poor Reg is out of action nowadays having being diagnosed with lung cancer, but this bunch of
Troggs were actually pretty good with founding member Chris Britton on lead guitar. The vocalist,
who I gather was Chris Allen, proved to be a decent singer, played harmonica and was suitably
animated.
So we got Troggs favourites With A Girl Like You, I Can’t Control Myself, Give It To Me and Love Is
All Around, plus some of the popular R&B tunes of the time thrown in for good measure. I’m sure
Chip Taylor’s Wild Thing was the climax of the evening, but I’m afraid I’d sloped off by then as it was
well past midnight and I’d been up since the crack of dawn in order to get to Kings Cross to catch
the 8.03 train to Leeds.
On the Saturday I witnessed celebrated local stalwarts Walter Mitty’s Head playing at no less than
three different hostelries – the Derby Arms, the Venue and the Duke of Lancaster. Their set list
varied, but they showed enthusiasm, boundless energy and the ability to entertain with their own
unique mixture of bluesy punk and rockabilly.
Material ranged from Link Wray’s Jack The Ripper to the Stooges I Feel Alright and the Flamin’
Groovies Teenage Head, along with songs from the likes of the Meteors, Fall, Sonics, Tom Waits,
Jonathan Richman and Bo Diddley. Not to mention their own stuff such as Out Of My Head, On
Home, What Time Is It and the instrumental Waikiki Way.
I also caught a stimulating set from another of Pendle’s own outfits, Emmott & the Folkestra at Jim’s
Acoustic Café & Vegetarian restaurant. Although full to capacity, this appealing place drew a further
fifty music lovers who, along with myself, were keen enough to congregate outside to listen in the
rain. Highlights of this modern rockin’ folk band’s performance for me were a stomping Down Under
and their own Idle Hands which bemoans the decimation of the British manufacturing industry and
the subsequent rise in unemployment.
I took Sunday off to visit my daughters in nearby Padiham and had to miss Monday’s proceedings
in order to return to London for work the following morning. Hence it was just a brief encounter this
time with the always pleasurable Colne experience, which was, incidentally, voted the Best British
Blues Festival at the 2011 British Blues Awards.
The eclectic line-up on the main stage this year included Mungo Jerry, Joan Armatrading, Ben
Waters, Courtney Pine, Booker T, Zoot Money, The Blues Band and the Animals. So, perhaps not
much to entice the blues purists to East Lancashire, but plenty for those with broader tastes.
Lee Wilkinson

For Cool Cats and Shabby Tabbies
Paul Barrett
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(est. circa 1960)
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From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Si Cranstoun and Band to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris
to The Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton and,
from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Lazy Lester in London
One of the last of the Excello bluesmen, Lazy Lester, has spent the last 30 years or so touring
incessantly in the States and Europe. I must have seen him dozens of times over the years. Now
aged 79, he ended his latest UK tour in the intimate surroundings of the Thomas Guy Club near
London Bridge, ably supported by Little George Sueref, in a gig promoted by Keith Woods of Tales
From The Woods fame.
Lester showed that vocally he still has what it takes,
with idiosyncratic takes on a range of blues and
country numbers and alternating with George to play
either guitar or harmonica. Some of his numbers
were old blues and country favourites, while others
were from his new album You Better Listen, recorded
in Norway. Originally from Louisiana, Lester lived in
Michigan for 30 years and now lives in California, but
to judge by his sometimes hard to decipher Southern
drawl, he never left home. He remains incredibly laid
back - the characteristic that earned him his
nickname from Jay Miller - but obviously enjoys his
work.
After an opening guitar instrumental he turned to his harp for That's All Right, following it up with If
You Don't Want Me Baby. He moved into country territory with the Merle Haggard song Take Me
Back Home Before I Die and then sang Made Up My Mind before I slipped to the bar to watch Usain
Bolt win the 200 metres, thus missing a couple of numbers. Back in my seat (one of only about 20
in the venue) he introduced his new album and one of the tracks on it, the country song Blue Eyes
Crying In the Rain.
After a break, during which Lester joined us in the 'watering hole' as he called it, he did a couple of
Jimmy Reed numbers - Baby What You Want Me To Do and Big Boss Man - and then moved
through Strange Things Happen Every Day, You Better Listen and the instrumental Paradise Stomp
(both from his new album) and some more country with Your Cheating Heart.
There was an annoying hum at times, but George and Lester worked smoothly together, despite
much fiddling around between numbers while Lester adjusted his guitar and George searched for
the correct harp - 'neighbourhood of G' in several instances. Other numbers in the second half
included You Don't Have To Go, the sad My Home Is A Prison, Blues Stop Knocking At My Door,
Real Combination For Love and Almost Persuaded.
Lazy Lester has played with many of the Excello greats, including Lightnin' Slim and Slim Harpo,
and recorded some great Excello numbers of his own, yet he seems reluctant to do his best known
tracks I'm A Lover Not A Fighter and Sugar Coated Love, which is a shame. Nevertheless he was
and still is, a talented bluesman with a style all his own and this was an enjoyable show.
Carl Davis, architect of Chicago soul, dies
Tuesday, August 14, 2012
Carl Davis, the record producer who invented Chicago soul and who was one of the truly great
record men, has died aged 77. He was the man behind some of the greatest soul hits of the sixties
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by the likes of Gene Chandler, Major Lance, Jackie Wilson and the Chi-Lites and a lot more besides.
His first production success was Gene Chandler's Duke of Earl in 1962 and he followed this up with
a version of Stand By Me by Cassius Clay, as he then was. A series of hits by Major Lance followed
in the mid-sixties.
Davis joined up with Nat Tarnopol - later accused of defrauding his artists - and became head of
Brunswick records and its subsidiary Dakar. He revived the career of Jackie Wilson with a series of
big hits, including Higher and Higher, Whispers and the Sweetest Feeling using Motown backing
artists, and had huge success with Barbara Acklin (Love Makes A Woman), and the Artistics (I'm
Gonna Miss You).
He also had numerous hits with the Chi-Lites, Gene Chandler, the Dells, Young-Holt and Tyrone
Davis, and he went on to own the label. Other acts signed to Brunswick at the time included Billy
Butler, Hamilton Bohannon, Erma Franklin, Lavern Baker and Little Richard. When
Brunswick/Dakar closed in 1974 Davis set up Chi-Sound records and had further success with
Walter Jackson, Gene Chandler (Get Down), The Dells and the Impressions.
Whistling in the dark
At the monthly meet-up of the Woodies last night the conversation turned to whistling. It seems to
be dying out among the youth of today - when did you last hear a teenager whistling as he or she
goes about their business? Some of the guys went to a Golden Years of Variety show at the
Hackney Empire recently which featured 89 year old Ronnie Ronalde, who was famous for his
whistling and bird song impersonations many years ago. I must admit, I didn't realise he was still
alive!
The conversation turned to records of the fifties and sixties which included some whistling, so here
are my top ten whistling discs of the era. Of course, other suggestions are more than welcome.
1. Guy Mitchell - Singing The Blues.
Also covered by Tommy Steele, this was a big hit in 1956 and featured one of the most famous
whistling intros in pop history. Tommy's version apparently featured whistling through the teeth,
rather than the lips - a talent which I pride myself on.
2. Guy Mitchell - Knee Deep In The Blues.
This was the follow up to Singing The Blues - why change a winning formula? - and once again
Tommy Steele had a hit with a cover version (again, why change a winning formula?). Oh how I
hated the British cover versions of the era - and still do.
3. Dale Wright & The Rock-Its - She's Neat.
Released in 1958, this is one of a number of records which kicked off with a wolf whistle. A good
rockabilly number by a former DJ from Ohio.
4. Royal Teens - Short Shorts.
This is another record which begins with a wolf whistle. The Royal Teens - from New Jersey included Bob Gaudio, later of the Four Seasons, and the song sings the praises of what would later
be known as hot pants. Another one from 1958.
5. Larry Williams - Short Fat Fannie.
Larry was one of the unsung greats of rock and roll and this - his first release in the UK in 1958 was a big hit in the US. It was one of a number of songs of the era to feature the names of other hit
records, including Bye Bye Baby (Johnny Otis), Splish Splash (Bobby Darin) and La Dee Dah (Billy
and Lillie). (Maybe a topic for a future blog item - other suggestions welcome). Larry moved on to a
slimmer model for his follow up - Bony Moronie.
6. Jimmy Jones - Handy Man.
Jimmy died recently and will always be remembered for his first huge 1959/60 hit Handy Man.
Apparently when the flute player failed to show up Otis Blackwell improvised with a whistle - very
effectively.
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7. Lovin' Spoonful - Daydream.
This, a big hit and the title track of the Lovin' Spoonful's second LP in 1966, features one of the best
known whistles in pop. Another great record.
8. Otis Redding - (Sittin' On) The Dock Of The Bay.
This huge 1968 posthumous hit for the Big O was recorded shortly before he died. It didn't have a
final verse at that time, so Steve Cropper added its famous whistle, along with waves and seagull
cries.
9. Whistling Jack Smith - I Was Kaiser Bill's Batman.
A 1967 UK hit on Deram, this was possibly the biggest all-whistling UK hit of the pop era. Written by
Roger Cook and Roger Greenaway, Billy Moeller appeared under the name of Whistling Jack, but
the whistle was actually provided by John O'Neill of the Johnny Mann Singers.
10. Mama Cass Elliot - Dream A Little Dream Of Me.
This was a 1968 hit for Mama Cass, formerly of the Mamas and Papas, released on RCA.
James 'Sugarboy' Crawford RIP
Another New Orleans music legend has passed on - this time James 'Sugarboy' Crawford, who
recorded one of the all-time great carnival songs Jock-O-Mo - based on Mardi Gras chants - way
back in 1953. Recorded for Chess, the song went on to be better known as Iko Iko, a hit for the Dixie
Cups ten years later, and was also recorded by Dr John and the Neville Brothers among others.
Born in 1934, 'Sugarboy' first recorded with his band The Sha-Wez for Aladdin before being
discovered by Leonard Chess. After Jock-O-Mo, with
Snooks Eaglin on guitar, he recorded one more single
for Checker before moving on to Imperial, Montel and
Ace. He was badly injured in 1963 when he was pistol
whipped by Louisiana police while he was on his way to
a show and withdrew from performing and became a
locksmith. Apart from singing gospel occasionally,
including the Ponderosa Stomp in 2008, and one
performance with his grandson Davell Crawford at
Jazzfest in 1996 that was it, so far as 'Sugarboy' was
concerned, but his famous Mardi Gras number is still
heard frequently in New Orleans today.
My photo shows 'Sugarboy' (right) with Chuck Carbo of New Orleans vocal group the Spiders (who
died in 2008) at Jazzfest in 1993.
Here's his obituary on Nola.com
And here's his I Bowed On My Knees - great New Orleans R & B:
The Chitlin' Circuit & the Road To Rock 'n' Roll
I've just got round to reading this excellent book. It's a rollocking ride
through the history of black music in the deep south and the people who
made stars out of Louis Jordan, Roy Brown, Otis Milburn, Little Richard,
James Brown, O V Wright and many other R and B and soul artists of
the forties through to the sixties.
Highly recommended.
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Heavily abridged from Tony’s original submission - Editor
I was lent this book to review for Tales From The Woods, and read
it in three sessions. It is not a lengthy biography by any means, just
over 100 pages including pictures and lengthy quotations from 'The
Amazing Mrs Shufflewick' album, recorded decades ago in The
Black Cap, Camden High Street. This record showed 'Shuff' at her
best, but usually she was too pissed to remember her lines.
This book tells her life-story in a nutshell: born in London in 1924,
his mother left him on the steps of Trinity College Hospital,
Greenwich and he was raised by foster parents, Mr and Mrs Coster,
who lived in Southend-on-Sea. Moved to North London in 1938,
where they stayed throughout the War.
He was named Rex, and although he changed the surname from
Coster to Jameson when he got into showbusiness, he was usually
billed just as 'Mrs Shufflewick' once this character was created.
He started, at the age of 14, going every week to the Finsbury Park
Empire, and fell in love with the atmosphere. He was called up to do
National Service in 1942, and to avoid carrying a gun and being
sent to the front he joined the Ralph Reader Gang Show, like many other comedians and entertainers.
In 1949 Bryan Michie persuaded Rex to audition for BBC radio producer Bryan Spears, and this truly
led to the birth of the Mrs Shufflewick character. Not liking the comic vicar saying on the BBC: 'Ah
good evening to you my flock, and now you can flock off...' Spears asked if he could do anything
else, so Rex mentioned his charlady act. With the help of a few glasses of whisky Rex went home
and wrote out a sketch pondering over names like Mrs Brandyshuttle, Ethel La Plunge and Mrs
Gladys Shufflewick. The latter appeared in 'Variety Bandbox' in 1950, then other radio shows like
'London Lights' and 'Midday Music Hall'.
His radio popularity led to variety shows, and Rex was signed up for these by Joe Collins (father of
Jackie and Joan) who was a top variety agent back then. It was Betty Driver (Obit TFTW issue 64),
the singer turned actress who played Betty of 'hotpot' fame on Coronation Street for decades, who
suggested Rex smarten up the Mrs Shufflewick character, and it worked a treat.
Loved by many stars of the day, Shuff struck up a friendship with northern comedienne Hylda Baker.
She even suggested marriage, but Rex turned her down feeling it would be unfair on both of them.
A high point in his career was reached in 1955 starring in TV's 'It's a Great Life' with Terry Scott, and
being voted TV Personality of the Year by 'TV Mirror', complete with a color photo of Mrs Shufflewick
on the cover. Also that year 'The Stage' newspaper, where Lee Wilkinson (veteran TFTW scribe and
occasional MC) now works, had an advert for 'The Performer' in which Rex starred with Jon
Pertwee. They didn't get on. Variety and further TV shows followed, but on the variety circuit he
fared best down South and in London. He found it difficult touring Northern venues, his humor more
suited to the London area.
However, Shuff was getting more and more boozy and less genteel, swearing on stage and often
drunk, even thrown out of her local. When booked for a summer season in Jersey with Billy Wells
Music Hall, Rex became friendly with a husband and wife who were fans of his, and at their invitation
took their 12 year old daughter to a beach for a picnic. After they both got plastered on a bottle of
Scotch he was never invited back to their house again.
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In the 1970s, the radio shows were long gone, and Rex finally came out as being gay, and did the
gay bar cabaret circuit. Places like The Black Cap in Camden Town, where I saw him every Sunday
doing a double act with the great Marc 'Auntie Flo' Fleming, Shuff always the worse for drink. The
book mentioned stars like Charles Hawtrey, Barry Cryer and Barry Humphries coming to catch
Shuff's weekly Sunday performances at The Black Cap. I remember Marc pointing out Barry in the
audience taking notes during Marc's 'Auntie Flo' act, and jokingly accusing him of stealing his best
lines.
Rex died on March 5, 1983, after a lunchtime appearance at The Black Cap. He returned to his room
in Mornington Terrace, went out for some cigarettes and some Guinness, and collapsed in the
street. He was pronounced dead on arrival at the Royal Free Hospital due to a heart attack. He
would have been 59 later that year. 500 turned up at his funeral at Golders Green Crematorium,
including many stars like Danny La Rue, Dickie Henderson and Ernie Wise. Rex has no grave or
memorial stone, but neither do most of my relatives or my life-partner, since burials have gone out
of fashion.
Newley's may be a short and incomplete biography, but I liked it, and it filled in so many gaps. I never
heard Shuff in the radio, or saw him on TV. He was often inebriated when I saw him in gay pubs or
in theaters, but he was a performers' performer, and had it not been for his love of alcohol and
gambling, he could have, as the book says, been a real mega-star. The cover picture, by the way,
and some of those inside depict a much younger Shuff than I remember. Few of Rex out of drag
survive, and there are just one or two small ones in this book.
Tony Papard

I've just had an e-book self-published on Amazon Kindle,
'Campaign H.Q.', about the time I worked at the head office of the
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament from 1962, at age 17, to 1968.
This is not the story of the CND movement, but rather captures the
chaotic atmosphere, crazy goings-on and some of the eccentric
characters who worked in or had contact with the headquarters of
the movement in those early days.
It covers the period when CND went from a mass movement at the
height of its early success to a temporary new role as a much
smaller pressure group. This change was largely due to achieving,
through public pressure, the partial Test Ban Treaty of 1963, and
then the election of a Labour government in 1964 which meant
many CND supporters, who were also Labour Party members, felt
we shouldn't 'rock the boat' and that unilateralism (giving up
Britain's nuclear weapons unconditionally) could be achieved by
working inside the Party. Of course CND underwent a massive revival as a mass movement in the
late 1970s/early 1980s with the election of the right wing Tory Thatcher government who, in alliance
with the right wing Reagan administration in the USA, introduced nuclear-armed Cruise missiles into
Britain at Molesworth and Greenham Common. Again CND achieved partial success when these
were finally removed and Greenham Common returned to public use.
This e-book is often humorous, and also describes the changes which took place in the head office
after the dynamo behind the Campaign, the red-coated, chain-smoking Peggy Duff (its Organizing
Secretary) left to go to the newly-formed ICDP (International Confederation for Disarmament and
Peace).
The original manuscript was written, but not published, 40 years ago, but I have re-written parts of
it, updated it, and written a new introduction.
The e-book can be purchased very cheaply on Amazon Kindle.
Tony Papard
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

LOST SOUL
Ticka ticka ticka ticka timin'
JIMMY JONES
When the distinctive falsetto chorus of Handy Man nestled in the USA top
ten in March 1960, it was the culmination of a long apprenticeship singing
in R&B and doo-wop groups by Jimmy Jones.
Born on the 2nd June 1937 in Birmingham, Alabama, and educated there
before moving to New York as a teenager, Jones served in the US forces
as a cook, but fostered his singing and dancing ambitions in his spare time.
Jones’ roots went right back to the early fifties. He began his show business career as a tap-dancer
in touring shows during the early fifties. In 1954 he joined the vocal group the Berliners, a group
formed by servicemen in Germany. Back home the Berliners got a recording contract with Apollo
Records, and changed their name to Sparks of Rhythm, which saw his recording debut in 1955,
'Don't Love You Anymore'/'Woman Woman Woman'.
Jones saw nothing happening, so in 1956 he formed his own group the Savoys, which later became
the Pretenders. Both group names had releases on various labels including Savoy, Whirlin Disc and
Holiday without any remarkable success, beyond a few local hits and radio plays, mainly around the
New Jersey area. Subsequent solo sides on Arrow and Epic were also commercial flops, although
in November 1956 the Pretenders did appear at the Apollo theatre, as part of an Alan Freed show,
sharing the stage with a selection of vocal groups, including the Moonglows, and the Cleftones. The
Pretenders broke up in 1959 when Jones got tired of trying to hold it all together.
In late 1959 Jones got together with veteran songwriter-producer Otis Blackwell. He heard Jones
singing a demo of a song he had written in his days with The Sparks of Rhythm, an up-dated Handy
Man. MGM records liked Jones’ rendition of the song, and a contract was drawn up. Teaming up
with Blackwell resulted in 'Handy Man' being released on the label’s Cub subsidiary, which
catapulted up the charts. The forty five, which featured Jones’ dramatic and piercingly high falsetto
had a shattering impact, just missing top spots in both R&B and US Pop charts. Jones’ follow up on
Cub Records was another distinctive ditty, 'Good Timin'', retaining the same falsetto style; this joyful
beater made both top ten R&B and US pop charts. Unfortunately his vocal gimmick which brought
such storming success, also proved to have an overkill effect, Jones being obliged to punctuate his
every song with shrill falsetto. Follow up releases 'That's When I Cried' and 'I Told You So' on Cub
records barely tickled the charts; it would appear the bubble had burst within a year.
In the UK Jones’ chart success was exceptional compared to most of his contemporaries. In 1960
'Handy Man' reached number 3, 'Good Timin'' number 1, remaining in the charts for an impressive
fifteen weeks, 'I Just Go For You' number 3, 'Ready For Love' number 46 and 'I Told You So' number
33. On the strength of his hits he undertook a British tour. Latterly Jones enjoyed a revival of interest
in GB owing to his popularity on the Northern soul circuit.
Jones continued with Cub Records until 1962, after which attempts to revive his fortunes on Ro-Jay,
Vee Jay, Roulette, Parkway, Bell and Deke could not restore his commercial standing. His last
release, excluding re-issues, seems to be in 1974 on Gospel Truth Records with 'If I Had A
Hammer'/'Do It Yourself'. His trade mark falsetto formula had worn very thin, and Jones faded into
national obscurity. He nevertheless kept active in the music industry, continuing to make a living with
appearances at clubs and concerts in the New York area and was a popular draw on the oldies
circuit.
In 1985 Jimmy Jones was a member of the Vintage Doo-Wop Rockers collaboration, who recorded
Arthur Crier's 'Don't Let Them Starve' for African famine victims. 'Handy Man' was revived on the
charts twice, by Del Shannon in 1964 and James Taylor in 1977.
Jimmy Jones had a great voice, which as well as his classic hits, gave us some wonderful R&B
music. He died at home in Aberdeen, North Carolina 2nd August 2012 at the age of 82.
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SOUL/R&B SINGLES released in the UK by label. 1970. Catalogue numbers in brackets. (Part 2)
ATLANTIC
Brook Benton - Rainy Night In Georgia/Where Do I Go From Here (584315)
Brook Benton - Don't It Make You Want To Go Home/I've Gotta Be Me (2091.028)
Clarence Carter - Take It Off Him and Put It On Me/The Few Troubles I've Had (584309)
Clarence Carter - Patches/I Can't Leave Your Love Alone (2091.030)
Arthur Conley - All Day Singing/God Bless (2091.025)
Don Covay - Everything I Do Gonna Be Funky/Key To The Highway (2091.018)
Tyrone Davis - Turn Back The Hands Of Time/I Keep Coming Back (2091.003)
Roberta Flack - Reverend Lee/Business Goes On As Usual (2091.033)
Aretha Franklin - Eleanor Rigby/It Ain't Fair (584306)
Aretha Franklin - Call Me/Son Of A Preacher Man (584322)
Aretha Franklin - Let It Be/My Song (2091.008)
Aretha Franklin - Don't Play That Song/The Thrill Is Gone (2091.027)
Aretha Franklin - Oh No Not My Baby/You and Me (2091.042)
Walter Jackson - Any Way You Want Me/Life Has Its Ups and Downs (584311)
Little Sister - You're The One part 1/part 2 (2091.001)
Otis Leavill - I Love You/I Need You (2091.015)
Otis Leavill - Love Uprising/Glad I Met You (2091.035)
Wilson Pickett - You Keep Me Hangin' On/Now You See Me, Now You Don't (584313)
Wilson Pickett - Cole, Cooke and Redding/Sugar Sugar (2091.005)
Wilson Pickett - Engine Number 9/International Playboy (2091.032)
Sam & Dave - Baby, Baby Don't Stop Now/I'm Not An Indian Giver (584324)
The Sweet Inspiration - A Brand New Love part 1/part 2 (584312)
Joe Tex - You're Alright Ray Charles/Everything Happens On Time (584318)
Baby Washington - Breakfast In Bed/What Become Of A Broken Heart (584316)
B&C
B&C Records, which stood for Beat & Commercial, was run by Trojan Records
label owner Lee Gopthalg. B&C was originally intended to reissue gospel/soul
artists such as James Carr, but soon ventured into other music fields.
James Carr - Freedom Train/That's How Love Turned Out For Me (101)
soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
VAST 78rpm COLLECTION DESTROYED BY ADOLF
I had often wondered whatever happened to the BBC’s immeasurable record library, particularly
their vast 78rpm collection. I remembered googling to no avail. I just imagined they were stored in
their loft or passed over to the British Library archives. But I recently saw a question in the Daily Mail,
which I thought would be of interest to TFTW readers, on the destruction of the once vast collection
of 78rpm records held at the BBC.
Well a Mr Hole from East Sussex has supplied the answer, which is as follows....
Adolf Hitler was responsible for its destruction. Cyril Demarne in his book The London Blitz, A
Fireman's Tale, explains.
'Night of April 16/17 1941, a parachute mine exploded outside the main doors of Broadcasting
House causing death and injury in the street. Inside the building the gramophone
library on an upper floor was demolished, spilling 50 tons of records into the offices.
Luckily there was no fire, but as fast as the firemen tunnelled into the cascades of
records, the gaps created for rescue filled as tons of discs came down
filling the escape ways. Fortunately no one was killed or seriously Remember you're in
injured at this time'.
safe soul hands with....
Given the weight and fragility of pre-war 78s, few survived the
explosion.

SOULBOY

Keep on keeping on
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Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
July 1, 2012
On Saturday 4 December, Elvis played his regular Louisiana Hayride performance. The next week
he was back and guested on the “Red River Roundup” records show on KWKH at 11.00 hosted by
DJ Balin’ Wire Bob Strack, previously on KTEM (Temple – Texas) who had taken over the show
after Jim Reeves’ departure for Nashville. Prior to Jim Reeves the show was hosted by Jolly Cholly
Stokely who left for WWEZ in New Orleans and was pallbearer for Jim’s funeral. It seems Elvis was
back as guest on Saturday March 5, 1955. On its December 11, 1954 edition the Billboard printed
“the hottest piece of merchandise on the Louisiana Hayride is Elvis Presley, the youngster with the
hillbilly blues beat”.
On Saturday December 18, 1954, they played “Blue Moon of Kentucky”, “That’s All Right”, “Heart of
Stone” and “Shake, Rattle and Roll” on their regular Louisiana Hayride spot. None of those
recordings survived but show how Rhythm and Blues attracted those white teenagers. Red Foley,
Rudy Grayzell, and The Fontane Sisters had already covered The Jewels’ “Heart of Stone” (R & B
1303) and Johnny Carroll would do so the following year. The very same month the cover by The
Charms was topping the Rhythm & Blues records best sellers in stores charts in the Billboard and
was among the most played records in juke boxes. “Shake, Rattle and Roll” was Bill Haley and the
Comets’ first record on “Decca” to get action but Elvis may have found his inspiration from the
original version done by Big Joe Turner (Atlantic). Anyway Elvis Presley's later version of "Shake,
Rattle and Roll" (RCA combined Turner's lyrics with Haley's arrangement), but was not successful
as a single. It’s a common unfair comment to read about Bill Haley being an old chubby man by
1954… when he cut that song he was 29 years old and Big Joe Turner was 43 years old. Both were
pioneers and top cats in their own style. Elvis was 19 years old and would change popular music,
copying nobody but himself. If so-called “fans” like to argue about the merit or skin colour of each,
those performers had deep and strong respect for each other. That’s said!
For 18 December 1954, there’s a fake Louisiana Hayride placard in existence for a performance on
Gladewater High School (Tx). More interesting is the picture ... That one was taken in Memphis on
August 5, 1955 and Elvis’ guitar had the famous leather tablecloth never used in 1954. We have
several pictures of Elvis taken that day and that shirt seems to have been a favourite of his around
that time.
On December 22, the trio must have played again at The Lake Cliff
taking a financial bonus for this special holiday gig ‘cause Bobbie
Moore remembers them coming back from Shreveport with her
Chevy only by the afternoon of Friday 24th. On December 27, Sam
Phillips chose to release the third Elvis single coupling “Milkcow
Boogie Blues” with “You’re A Heartbreaker” (Sun 215). When in
Shreveport, Elvis and the boys used to stay at the Al-Ida Motel
where they can get their checks cashed and could be reached by
phone at 4-7771. That motel was located on Highway 80 and was
managed by George Dement, now 90 years old, later Bossier City
mayor. They also liked to eat burgers at the Amber Inn or to play
pinball at the bus station like Johnny Horton and Johnny Mathis
used to do. Like other performers, Elvis would get fan mail
addressed to either the Hayride or KWKH.
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On Dec 27, 1954, Bob Neal took over Elvis’ management with a term of 15% relieving Scotty Moore
of all management duties but giving him a bonus out of the net for acting as road manager. That new
management contract starting of the New Year was advertised in the Memphis Press-Scimitar 29th
December edition and in The Billboard dated January 8, 1955. For a while Bob Neal used his WMPS
location to handle the business (his phone number was 5-2663) before moving offices to suite 207
- Sterick Building - 160 Union Avenue in Memphis. Later it would also host the Elvis Presley Fan
Club National Headquarters, Elvis Presley Enterprises and phones were numbers 6-3667 and
4-4029. Bob Neal, from 1948 to 1956, had an early morning radio show named “The Bob Neal Farm
Program” dedicated entirely to Country Music that helped to promote bands in a 100/150 miles
radius. Neal noticed that audience reaction depended on whether they were within range of KWKH.
In towns where they had radio exposure, the crowd reacted better. Bob Neal also started to push
newspaper advertising for Elvis’ show and organise coverage in the Memphis Press Scimitar. Then
Elvis’ 1942 Martin D18 guitar had ELVIS written in black metallic letters on the blond body.
From January 4 to 7 1955, The King of Western Bop played a small tour of mid-sized towns in West
Texas co-produced by Billy Walker and Tillman Franks with Jimmy and Johnny, Peach Seed Jones
(in fact Tillman) and Billy Walker himself. It was not a Louisiana Hayride tour even if all the acts were
all Hayriders. Jimmy and Johnny were ‘hot’ with “If You Don’t Somebody Else Will” (Chess 4859),
the first country song issued on a rhythm and blues label to chart in the Billboard and The Cashbox.
In November 1954, they had played with Elvis at the famous Eagle Nest in Memphis while on their
way to the Pee Wee King NBC TV Show in Cincinnati. With attendance over 1500 people at each
show it was becoming apparent that the audience size was growing vastly. For that five day tour,
Elvis and the band may have been paid one thousand dollars. A poster for a San Angelo’s show
(Wednesday Jan, 5) was faulty with Alvis Presley and giving credit for “If You Don’t Somebody Else
Will” to Peach Seed Jones. How can you write a good paper almost 60 years later if they made such
mistakes when it happened?
On Saturday 8, everybody was back in Shreveport for the Louisiana Hayride performance. On his
birthday date, Elvis sang “That’s All Right”, “Heart of Stone”, “Blue Moon of Kentucky” and “Fool,
Fool, Fool” with the support of Jimmy Day and Floyd Cramer. That song listing, like all those
previously noted, came from Joyce Railsback’s diary. Joyce would meet Elvis in her hometown, Big
Spring (Texas) on April 26, 1955. Those songs were not recorded and without Joyce’s note we
would never have known about them. “Fool, Fool, Fool” was a song borrowed from The Clovers, a
vocal group, issued on August 1951 on Atlantic 944. Elvis would also sing theor “Little Mama” issued
on February 1954 on Atlantic 1022. Jimmy Day and Floyd Cramer who had made a long tour with
Lefty Frizzell before coming back to the Hayride as staff band members were big enough to have
records under their own name on Abbott. From January 11 to 28th, Elvis was on tour in Texas,
Mississippi, Arkansas, Alabama with J.E & Maxine Brown and for some dates Billy Walker and Onie
Wheeler. Some dates were already sold out and some posters carried the mention “Louisiana
Hayride Jamboree”.
On Saturday January 15, 1955, even with three records already issued, Elvis sang on stage only
one of his songs “That’s All Right”. Coming on stage after Jim Reeves, he opened his set with a
great rendition of “Heart of Stone” and closed with Lavern Baker’s “Tweedle Dee”. On all the songs
Floyd Cramer is featured on piano and Jimmy Day on steel guitar, both staff musicians for the
Hayride. Floyd Cramer first appeared on the Hayride as a member of Webb Pierce’s unit before
having records under his own name. It’s obvious that Elvis had gained confidence and already knew
how to work the crowd. For the first time Colonel Parker, born Andreas Cornelius Van Kuijk in Breda
(Holland), and his associate Tom Diskin being invited by Bob Neal would see Elvis perform. The
hound was on Elvis’ trail. The Colonel had created “Jamboree Attractions” with Hank Snow in 1953,
at first to book Hank road tours. “Jamboree Attractions” offices were in Madison (Tennessee). In
1954, he was General Manager of “Hank Snow Jamboree Attractions” and had Tom Diskin handling
the Chicago office of Hank Snow Jamboree Attractions. Oscar Davis was handling advertising and
promotion. For a while, “Jamboree Attractions” had a young Tommy Sands under contract and
booked Eddy Arnold, Ferlin Husky, Jimmie Rogers Snow, Charline Arthur and The Duke of Paducah
to name a few.
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By then Elvis was already wearing pink suits and was driving a 1951 Lincoln Cosmopolitan he had
bought near new under Bob Neal’s name. He didn’t keep the car for much than a month, though,
because Bill Black wrecked it in Arkansas driving it under a hay truck. Then Elvis used to stay, when
in Shreveport, at the Al-Ida Motel (one of the cheapest places along the Bossier strip) and at the
Shirley Temple’s court. He was also a frequent visitor to Stan’s record shop where he sometimes
held autograph parties. Stan Lewis remembers:
“Elvis was a real fine, young, well-mannered kid and he loved gospel records… and he loved the
blues. He would come up to my shop and listen to the records. I’d sometime take him out to
Sansone’s on Spring Street on Saturday morning and buy him breakfast, ‘cause he was broke at
the time.”
Maxine Brown who toured with Elvis remembers his appreciation for old-time gospel. Many a night,
they all sat up late and sang the old hymns, Elvis being the last to want to quit. He often said that
his big dream was to make it as a gospel artist.
Elvis was back in Shreveport for his weekly show
on January 22, 1955. For that performance he
sang “That’s All Right”, “Blue Moon of Kentucky”,
“I Don’t Care If The Sun Don’t Shine” from his own
release (Sun 210) and a really bluesy “Money
Honey” borrowed from The Drifters (Atlantic). On
all those recordings by The Memphis Flash that
luckily survived, Elvis and The Blue Moon Boys
are supported by Sonny Trammel on steel guitar
and Leon Post on piano. Both musicians were, like
DJ Fontana, Hayride regulars. Real colour
pictures of that show taken by Nick Gulli are still in
existence and show Elvis wearing a pink suit while
Bill Black and Scotty Moore are all black dressed
with white tie and fancy pink waist coat. On
January 29, he played his regular performance in
Shreveport. Around that time, Elvis started to date
Carolyn Bradshaw, a 17 year old big-eyed petite
brunette who performed on the Hayride since
1953 and had records on “Chess” and “Abbott”. In
the spring of 1954, she won the title of “Petite Miss
Physical Culture” in a state-wide competition.
They had toured together in Texas but the story
Carolyn’s signed photograph
wouldn’t last longer than May 1955. Elvis also
made eyes at Bonnie Brown, Maxine Brown’s little sister, being a frequent visitor to the Trio Club, in
Pine Bluff (Arkansas) owned by The Browns’ parents. Elvis and his sidemen were even guests for
a party thrown, in Gladewater, by Tom Perryman in honour of the Browns’ parents’ twenty-fifth
anniversary. Next in line was Shirley (Searcy) Delgado, a friend of Ginny Wright, and Wanda
Jackson after they toured together in 1955.
On February 3, 1955, Elvis was back in the studio to record some sides for his next single. As soon
as the recording session finished, Elvis and the boys were back on the road for two shows at the
Jesuit high School in New Orleans where he played with Ann Raye, a 14 year old gal who recorded
for “Decca” and was a regular at The Houston Jamboree. Her first record “You Can’t Go
Ridin”/”Brazen Ringless Hand” (Starday 135 – April 54) was followed by “I Think Of You”/”One Year
Has Passed” (Starday 151 – July 54). Born Martha Ann Bahanowich, on August 31, 1939, she was
the daughter of Biloxi (Mississippi) based booking agent Yankie Bahanowich. She retired from the
music business after a last session in July 1957 and had records on Fine 1001 “Reckless/Our
Wedding Band”(1955) and “Decca” (1956/1958). In 1956, she had her own program on WVMI in
Biloxi.

To be continued...
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1. Vivian Liberto (17) first met Johnny Cash (19) at a skating rink in San Antonio, They
married when Cash returned from 3 years in the Air Force. Vivian married Dick Distin after
her divorce from Cash, and with Cash’s approval co-wrote with Anne Sharpsteen “I Walked
The Line, My Life With Johnny.” Vivian claims Cash wrote “I Walk The Line” for her not June
as the film “Walk The Line” suggests. June Cash died in 2003 and Vivian in 2005. Source:
Kathy Hanrahan, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 16.9.2007
2. Iverson Minter’s nickname and stage name, Louisiana Red, came from his liking of
oysters doused in red pepper sauce. His mother died within a week of his birth and his father
was lynched by the Ku Klux Klan when he was 5. In the 1980s he moved to Germany and
later sent a copy of his latest album to Barack Obama when re-visiting the USA. He joined
Chess after playing a song over the phone to Phil Chess who sent him a bus ticket for
Chicago. Died Feb 2012 aged 79. Source: Randy Lewis, L.A. Times, 28.2.2012
3. 78 year old Joe D’Ambrosio recently retired from 25 years as a Las Vegas Caesar’s
Palace casino employee, but very few of his co-workers knew that he was an original
member of Bill Haley & The Comets and played on Rock Around The Clock. The Comets
were inductees to the Cleveland, Ohio Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame. Back up bands who had
previously been forgotten included The Crickets, Midnighters and Famous Flames: Source:
Tom Withers, Las Vegas Review-Journal 15.4.2012
4. A half page review of Chris Strachwitz, his Arhoolie label and “Hear Me Howling” box set.
Chris emigrated to Reno, Nevada from Germany in 1946. About age 16 he heard real blues
piano in a joint down by a railroad track, and later at college anchored a campus radio station
slot and began to travel to see musicians, George Lewis for instance. He then taped the
Storeyville Stompers and in ’53 he moved to Berkeley. The album and book chronicles the
label’s first decade. Source: Steve Hochman, L.A. Times, 4.2.2011
5. To celebrate Dylan’s 50th anniversary of his debut album a video will be released of his
mentor Pete Seeger singing the 1974 song “Forever Young”. If he gets in the Billboard Hot
100 at age 92, he will be the oldest person to do so. Oldest artists so far with new material
are Tony Bennett, 85 and Doris Day 87. Previously a member of the Almanac Singers and
The Weavers folk groups he wrote “If I Had A Hammer” “Turn Turn Turn” and Where Have
all The Flowers Gone” Source: Randy Lewis, L.A. Times. Date unknown.
6. Izear Luster Turner, aka Ike, at 11 years old backed Sonny Boy Williamson on piano.
Formed The Kings Of Rhythm in high school and wrote Rocket 88, named after an
Oldsmobile Rocket 88 he was driving. The track was recorded by Sam Phillips in 1951, sold
to Chess who issued it with the wrong label credit, giving it to Jackie Brenston. Raised in
Clarksdale, Miss. he played the black clubs of West Memphis until moving to East St. Louis.
Died Dec 1977 aged 76. Source: Phil Gallo, Daily Variety, 13.12.2007
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7. Capitol label’s Ken Nelson, born in Caledonia, Minn., spent his early years in a
Chicago orphanage, and aged 13 did a performance for a Chicago amusement park
vendor singing The Sheik Of Araby, then got a job delivering sheet music. Arranged the
music for “Suppertime Frolic” which included Rhubarb Red (Les Paul). Capitol’s Lee
Gillette got Nelson a job taking over the country division and soon put Bakersfield’s
country artists on the map. Died 6.1.2008 aged 96. Source: Randy Lewis, L.A. Times,
8.1.2008
8. In March, American researchers discovered in Paris a paper record of a 10 second
recording of “Au Claire de la Lune” by an unknown probable female singer. The recording
was made on 9.4.1860 by Edouard-Leon Scott who was a Parisian typesetter and
tinkerer using a phonautogram. This precedes Edison’s first recording by two decades.
In fact there were earlier voice/guitar recordings by Scott in 1853/1854 but the output was
more a “squawk.” Source: Jody Rosen, The New York Times, 27.3.2008
9. “People Take Warning” Murder Ballads & Disaster Songs, 1913 – 1938. 3 disc set from
Tomkins Square Records. 1st disc is tales of man versus machine, 2nd deals with man
versus nature, and the 3rd is man versus man and sometimes woman. Tom Waits wrote
the introduction. “It is such a valuable primer for folk, rock and country songwriters that it
deserves a place alongside Harry Smith’s landmark 1952 Anthology of American Folk
Music”. A failed Grammy nominee. Source: Robert Hilburn, L.A. Times, 3.4.2008
10. “Vinyl Highway Singing as Dick and Dee Dee”. Altergate Publishing, 344 pages, 15
photos, publishing date 1.9.2007. The book by Dee Dee Phelps shows the dark side of
fame with never before told tales of performing with: Dick Clark, The Rolling Stones, The
Beach Boys, Tina Turner. Has 5 gold records and was a semi regular on Shindig.
Performed in the first precursor to video-Scopitone, and on UK’s Ready Steady Go, sang
in the film Wild Wild Winter. Source: A 2007 flyer autographed by Dee Dee.
11. Hank Thompson who died 6.11.2007 had 79 hits in 5 decades, “Humpty Dumpty
Heart” in 1948 to ”Once In A Blue Moon” in 1983. Spotted by Tex Ritter, Hank was a
stalwart of the honky-tonk and Western swing traditions, He was one of the first country
stars to host a TV show, to perform in Las Vegas, and to record a live album. Hank
mentored the careers of Merle Travis and Wanda Jackson among others. His Wild Side
Of Life held No. 1 spot in 1952 for 15 weeks. Source: Randy Lewis, L.A. Times 8.11.2007
12. Roxie Amoroso did a website design for vintage guitar shop Cowtown and took a
1971 Les Paul Custom guitar as payment which she gave to her then boyfriend Jesse.
In 2004 Roxie took a job there and when the owner Mark Chatfield took time out to play
with Bob Seger’s the Silver Bullet band and relocate, she and husband Jesse took the
shop at a knockdown price. Jesse was the guitar appraiser on the TV show Pawn stars
and Roxie and Jesse both played in punk band The Loud Pipes. Source: BLVD Las
Vegas, 2011
13. ZZYZX Mineral Springs is southwest of Baker at Soda Dry Lake, Nevada. Named by
old style “Medicine man” and radio evangelist Curtis H. Springer who leased the land
from the govt. in 1944, and recruited workers from L.A. Skid Row. Living off donations,
he was booted off in 1974 for violating the lease by running the resort as a spa instead
of mining. Died in 1985 and the Bureau of Land Management now runs the property
along with the Desert Studies Centre. Source: Charles Hillinger L.A. Times, 30.9.1990
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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1930s Down and Out Years
Historic Ramblings of a Jazz Aficionado
The 1930s, depression years, were desperate times in America. Unless you swung or boosted
spirits with your personality, then you were ignored by the Record Companies.
Louis Armstrong fitted this bill and continued to record as did Sidney Bechet.
Victor was one of the few companies that continued to record throughout the 1930s, both jazz and
later blues were important. Joe Robichaux managed to interest Vocalion, and recorded a string of
singles. Wingy Manone recorded in Chicago and Earl Hines started to record with Jimmy Noone.
Nearly everyone in New Orleans in the late 1920s went north to play and maybe record if they were
lucky. Outside New Orleans, Duke Ellington recorded Moon Indigo, and toured Europe in 1933, as
did Louis Armstrong. Sadly Freddie Keppard died in Chicago.
In 1934 Benny Goodman began to be popular and set the trend for Big Band Jazz. Count Basie
injected a blues tinge to his recordings. Billie Holiday, and Ella Fitzgerald began recording.
Much more relevant to later decades was a series of boogie woogie recordings by Albert Ammons
and Meade Lux Lewis in 1936, which started a craze.
In 1936 in New Orleans the original Dixieland Jazz Band caused a sensation and recorded after a
ten year gap when Nick La Rocca was in the building trade. Johnny Dodds took advantage of all this
nostalgia and starting recording again.
So far very little had been heard of Jelly Roll Morton who
was in New York and recorded spasmodically for Victor.
He later established himself in Washington and Ahmet
and Nesuhi Ertegun went to his shows. In May 1938
Alan Lomax asked him to reminisce about his career
and this extended to twelve hours. This formed the
famous box set released on CD in 2005. Sadly within
two years Jelly Roll Morton was to die in Los Angeles.

Jelly Roll Morton

This would have been about the time that Bunk Johnson
started recording in New Orleans after Louis Armstrong
had introduced him to the crowds at one of his concerts. (More of that in the next ramble)
Going back to the Blues end of things, the entire Bluebird output of the 30s and 40s was due to one
man’s persistence, Lester Melrose. By 1934 bars were
starting to re-open and Melrose realised that with Juke Boxes
becoming popular, these needed feeding. Having just started
the Bluebird Label, Victor filled it with Melrose’s recordings.
He set up Big Bill Broonzy and Tampa Red, and then
Washboard Sam and Sonny Boy Williamson before finding
Jazz Gillum after 10 years of obscurity.
These itinerant Chicago artistes combined Deep South blues
with a swing beat, and it sounds as good today as it did when
first recorded.
Most of them remained loyal to Bluebird throughout much of
their careers, as it did to them.

Ian McNeil
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EVERYDAY – GETTING CLOSER TO BUDDY HOLLY
by Spencer Leigh - Published by SAF Publishing Ltd 2009
Absorbing, very readable and full of the reminiscences of those
who knew the singer at first-hand and those who didn’t but felt
they did because of his uncanny knack of making his own
emotional experience feel like theirs.
Nietzsche is quoted on page 134. I have racked my brain trying
to think what connection he has with Buddy Holly and then I
suddenly realized what it was: he’s quoted on p. 134 of
Spencer’s book!

ELVIS AND BUDDY – LINKED LIVES
by Alan Mann - Published by Music Mentor Books 2002
A very strange book! Full of contradictory statements, absurd
“parallels” between the two artists and large helpings of
Astrology and Numerology (N.B. I have been interested in
Astrology, the Occult etc. for 60 years but would never dream of
dragging these things into a book on Rock’n’Roll.)
The following statement (by Norman Petty, in answer to a
question regarding the February 3rd plane crash) is solemnly
quoted as if it were profound: “We often wonder why things like
this do happen but there’s always bound to be a reason
somewhere” (or to put it another way: “I don’t know.”)
Alan Mann’s book has inspired me to write a book about my
karmic connection to Elvis. (I was born on the 8th of March and
he was born on the 8th of January!) And my Moon is in Pisces,
too!
On p. 17/18 the fact that ELVIS is an anagram of LIVES is
described as “spooky”. Even spookier, NEIL is an anagram of
LINE! Weird, innit? Seriously, there is a lot of interesting and
useful information in the book but also a lot of mystical mumbo
jumbo and far-fetched speculation.

WHOLE LOTTA SHAKIN’ GOIN’ ON – The Rock years, the Country years, the Triumphs and
the Tragedies
by Robert Cain -The Dial Press 1981
A large-format book with lots of good photos. “Whole Lotta Shakin” – “the best-selling single in
history?” I don’t think so but the author claims it is on the back cover blurb.
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The biggest ego in Rock’n’Roll? Yes! Of course, Jerry Lee has a lot to be egoistical about but his
“I am the greatest” act becomes a bit wearying sometimes.
The best part of the book is undoubtedly the large number of interviews with the likes of Steve
Allen, Shelby Singleton, Jerry Kennedy etc. There is a very good discography at the end of the
book.

CHUCK BERRY - ROCK’N’ROLL MUSIC by Howard deWitt Horizon Books 1981
A quite well-written but atrociously-duplicated publication. Badlyreproduced photos, typos, and even pages in the wrong order
i.e. 28,31,32,29,30,34.
Also, an amazing statement on page 21: “Buddy Holly was an
averagely talented youth”(!)
I must have been drunk to buy this book and the laughinglycalled “designer” and “production associates” must have been on
drugs.

WILD CAT - A TRIBUTE TO GENE VINCENT - Edited by
Eddie Muir 1977
Written by a true fan. Duplicated but full of illustrations, repros of
newspaper articles etc. Centrefold has a photo of Gene with the
heading “The King of Rock’n’Roll”. That’s what I like to see – no half measures!
Also, the word “periphrastic” in the Intro. That proves that Eddie is a clever university chappie.

BUDDY HOLLY - THE REAL STORY
by Ellis Amburn - Published by Virgin Books 1996 Illustrated.
A very good book but some strange typos and one bad mistake:
p.112 “Hula Love“ - Vincent’s 2nd record (Buddy Knox, of course).
p.178 “Sam Taylor on alto sax”. Don’t think so. Tenor, surely?

REMEMBERING BUDDY - THE DEFINITIVE BIOGRAPHY
by John Goldrosen and John Beecher - Published by
GRR/Pavilion 1987
Illustrated. Sessions File/Discography/Chart File/Tour
Dates/Index/Bibliography
The only criticism I would make of this book is the odd arrangement
of photos and text. A lot of photos are much too small and the
overwide margins create wasted space.
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music

Music is alive and well in New Orleans after our "not-Katrina" Hurricane Isaac that spewed in on the
Crescent City and its outlying parishes on the 7th Anniversary of Katrina, uncannily to the exact date
of August 29, 2012. The city officials decided against a mandatory evacuation and everybody was
advised "to stay put" as Isaac turned towards New Orleans at the last moment. Armand and Patty
were in Boston on August 28th because Armand had been performing concerts on the East Coast.
We tried all day long to get a flight into New Orleans from Boston to secure our home but all flights
in and out of the Louis Armstrong International Airport in Kenner, Louisiana had been cancelled that
day for the week, or more depending upon the aftermath of the hurricane. We had no choice but to
"evacuate to Hollywood" at that point and wait out the storm while getting spotty emails and cell calls
from neighbors in New Orleans.
The day after the hurricane, we were informed by neighbors that Isaac had blown open four sets of
our windows at our home, thus having a playful time watering down the inside of our house
throughout the hurricane. Armand arrived to assess damages, finding a moldy house and a moldy
car (the neighbors had cleaned up our broken glass and emptied our refrigerator since the power
didn't come back on for 10 days.) Although most family, friends, and musician friends weathered
the impact of Hurricane Isaac fairly well, their biggest complaints were no power, the extreme
summer heat, and the mosquitoes. However, Hurricane Isaac for the City of New Orleans wasn't
even comparable to Hurricane Katrina, although the outlying areas beyond the new flood gates were
sadly not as fortunate.
In spite of Isaac, the city was dampened but not its spirit. By early September, New Orleans was
again in full swing with music in the air. Armand performed solo for the Where Magazine's Silver
Plume Awards Gala at the Royal Sonesta Main Ballroom in the French Quarter. Lil Ed & the
Imperials played Chickie Wah Wah on Canal Street. Euclid Records on Chartres Street hosted a
free concert by the Bywater Boys (a local brass band), topping off their International Association of
Jazz Record Collectors Convention that offered a vast collection of rare vinyl. New Orleans was
teeming with venues that were back in full force and customers were ready to put yet another
hurricane behind them.
By late September, the New Orleans Ragtime Orchestra performed at the Botanical Garden Pavilion
of the Two Sisters at City Park. "The ragtime era was an exciting time when previously unheard of
privileges and pleasures were exercised, like dancing in public cheek to cheek." The New Orleans
Ragtime Orchestra was able to transport guests back to another era - as they sipped mint juleps to the days of "sultry blues, stirring marches, elegant waltzes, and joyous cakewalks."
Also in late September, the Cutting Edge Music Business Conference included the NOLA
Downtown Music & Arts Festival along with the Cruisin' New Orleans Car Show in Lafayette Square.
This several-day conference is always jam-packed with music and activities. Gerald French & The
Original Tuxedo Band opened the festival, with a wide array of many lists of musicians and their
genres on the bill throughout the conference, including Stephanie Jordan, the Mardi Gras Indians,
Treme's James Andrews, and Susan Cowsill. An important milestone for the Louisiana Music
Factory was that it was presented by the Music Business Institute, during the Cutting Edge music
business conference at Gallier Hall, with the "Cutting Edge Lifetime Achievement Award."
Twenty years ago, Jerry Brock who co-founded WWOZ radio, founded the Louisiana Music Factory
(LMF) with Barry Smith who later became the sole owner by 2001. The LMF became a premiere
speciality record store for a wide variety of Louisiana music. The music shop also offers music and
products on the internet, and is well-known for fine collections and books ranging from traditional
New Orleans jazz, Cajun, blues, rockabilly, and zydeco, to R&B, modern jazz, rock'n'roll, and more.
They also offer vintage vinyl. The store runs in-store music performances for free.
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By the end of September, the 2012 Hemingbough Blues
Festival with "world class blues" was enjoyed in St.
Francisville, Louisiana with music by Big Chief Monk
Boudreaux, Waylon Thibodeaux, Tab Benoit, Bobby Campo,
Chris LeBlanc, and Big Luther Kent, to list just a few. The
New Orleans Swing Dance Festival & Ultimate Lindy Hop
Showdown presented its 3rd Annual "French Market Stop" in
the French Quarter with music by the Showarama Hot Trio
and live local jazz with swing dance contests.
October promises the continuation of a wealth of music at
most events held in New Orleans, not to mention in the clubs,
hotels, restaurants, weddings, special events, festivals, and
other regular locations for music offerings. This musical city
never stops enjoying live music. Two important issues that
have recently continued to hang over New Orleans of late are
(1) noise pollution regarding the level of music in clubs (2) the
local newspaper's decision to scale down. Firstly, locals and
musicians alike are arguing "you can still have great music
without noise pollution."
The newspaper issue has garnered particular interest
because it affects every reader who enjoys our local Times Picayune "daily," which is becoming the
first major city without a daily newspaper in the United States. This 175-year-old major publication
has been diminishing its staff, with the paper now to be offered 4 days a week instead of 7. As usual,
wherever there is an issue or a cause, musicians jump in to participate without missing a beat.
When the city was first informed of this decision, piano professors Armand and Allen Toussaint
stepped up to the "pro bono plate" back in June and performed on the same bill at Rock'n'Bowl's
parking lot, for a concert to "raise public awareness." Another upcoming concert will now serve as
a fundraiser for the "soon to be unemployed Times Picayune Staff," with a line-up of musicians at
The Howling Wolf.

Armand St. Martin (photo by Patty Lee) performing at
Rock'n'Bowl in New Orleans to "raise awareness about
the Times Picayune."
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Allen Toussaint (photo by Patty Lee)
performing at Rock'n'Bowl to "raise
awareness about the Times Picayune."

Armand St. Martin and Allen
Toussaint (photo by Patty Lee)
performing at Rock'n'Bowl in New
Orleans to "raise awareness about the
Times Picayune."
October also brings with it Autumn
and many fundraisers and galas,
including the Legends of Rock and
Roll at the Old U.S. Mint in the
French Quarter with a Patron Party
sponsored
by
the
Louisiana
Museum Foundation (LMF). The
1950's-themed gala features several
Broadway stars, Levi Kreis as a
"young, hip, and happening Jerry
Lee Lewis" and Louisiana native
Brandon Bennett "impersonating
Elvis Presley," in a Tony-nominated
Broadway Musical they'll be performing. Armand St. Martin will entertain on the grand piano for the
Patron Party on the third floor of the Mint, with his sax player, Steve Allen, and conga player, Mike
Skinkus. They will be covering St. Martin's broad range of classic covers in the style of Fats Domino,
Professor Longhair, James Booker, Tuts Washington, and more. Armand's New Orleans rock'n'roll
set list includes Sea Cruise, Walking to New Orleans, Mother In Law, Lipstick Traces, Blueberry Hill,
Stagger Lee, Mess Around, and more.
The 2012 Voice of the Wetlands Festival in Houma, Louisiana features several days of music
ranging from alternative country rock with Dash Rip Rock, to Blues For Sale, from Guitarists Elvin
Bishop and Tab Benoit, to Louisiana Leroux and the Honey Island Swamp Band to The Original Wild
Magnolias. In Kenner, Louisiana, Oktoberfest covers three weekends with German food, German
music and beer. Every venue has a musical line-up.
There is never a dull day in the City That Care Forgot!
so stay tuned. . . .

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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Enunciation
That chubby singer bird off the telly, no, not Susan Boyle, Adele, really missed her big opportunity.
Instead of being forced to lose weight in public selling millions of records in the process, winning
Grammy awards and being worshipped in America, she could have made a really good living belting
out standards to bingo-winged grannies in the pubs of her native south London.
I can just see her giving it welly to Danny Boy and the Green Green Grass of Hoyammmmm at closing
time in front of bleary-eyed, beery-eyed diamond geezers quite prepared to insist that the cam belt
on that motor they sold you yesterday could not possibly have snapped ‘cos it was a new one. Stand
on me.
The particular reason that Adele has taken up that fourth seat in the imaginary front row of the
Buddy Holly Airlines Cessna 180 alongside Celine Dion, Whitney Houston and Mariah Carey is not
because she is a caterwauling crone whose voice could explode the glass testicle of a pedigree
Boxer at 100 yards.
Rather, the reason for my ire is the theme song from the new James Bond film Skyfall.
The alleged ancestral home of 007 is not pronounced “Skiffle” as some who read about it had
hoped. Neither, Adele, is it pronounced “Skyfowl”.
This article was, obviously, intended to be an article in praise of
washerwomen in general and Adele in particular. I’m a nice
bloke, and I hate to carp and complain.
I was going to say that it was an evil songwriter with a sense
of mischief who had compromised the vowel-bending
songstress by giving her a song with a title and rhymes that
she was unable to enunciate correctly.
But she co-wrote the bloody thing!
The film’s producers released just a brief clip of the number
before the film was released, and it was played incessantly
on news programmes in the run-up to the movie release.
Skyfowl was bad enough in the first line of the song. But
the second line has the equally fingernails-on-ablackboard irritation of “Crumballll”, written as
“crumble” but not sung thus.
When it comes to film and movie themes, Peter Gunn,
Johnny Staccato, The Girl Can’t Help It, The Man
with the Golden Arm, Route 66 and even
Trainspotting got it right in one. The James Bond
people have had 23 goes at it, and still haven’t
got it.
We normally re-crash the next flight of Buddy
Holly Airlines in another Iowa cornfield.
Now we have Adele aboard, I’m thinking of
bringing it down over water, so Adele can
really be “Rolling in the Deep.”
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CD REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kittens. It’s Boppin’ Brian (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter,
a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at some recent rockin’ CD releases

"Boppin' By The Bayou" Various Artistes (Ace CDCHD 1345)
Now here's something that will surely delight all lovers of
rockin', stompin', shakin' Louisiana sounds; this is truly a
formidable 28-track pack from the good folks at Ace that
blends revered legends with the lesser-known. In the latter
category falls Tommy Todd, who offers what I assume to
be the original version of "Tag Along", made more popular
by Rocket Morgan. Todd's version appeared on Zynn in 1958, and of his other two offerings in this
collection, "I Got A Great Big Love" (one of eight previously unreleased songs in this boogie
bonanza) has a bluesy feel, whereas "I'll Be There" is busy-tempoed rockabilly. The aforementioned
Rocket is represented by an alternate take of "Tag Along", plus a straightforward country rendering
of the standard "Release Me".
Looking at the names familiar to all, Al Ferrier, who as I type is probably wowing the Hemsby faithful,
offers a wild rocker first released on Rocko in 1959, "Kiss Me Baby" and the unissued tom-tom
based treat, "Indian Rock and Roll" (think Art Adams' "Indian Joe", etc.) Johnny Jano presents a
sparse rocker in "She's Mine", which first hit the streets in the mid-'70's on a Flyright album, and a
straight (unreleased) country performance in "I'd Make A Good Man For You". Rod Bernard rocks
out on what I assume are his earliest recordings, made for the tiny Carl label in 1957; "Linda Gail"
is a bit of a wildie, likewise "All Night In Jail", and "Little Bitty Mama" has more of a jazzy feel, with
screeching trumpet in attendance.
It was a pleasure indeed to get to meet and jam with Jivin' Gene at an impromptu chalet jam session
at the Rhythm Riot last November, and the two songs offered on this CD are typically strong cuts;
the solid rockin' "My Need For Love" and the bluesy shuffle, "I'm In Love With You" included for our
delectation. Warren Storm delivers a nice, easy-going ride on "Kansas City", while Cajun legend
Nathan Abshire puts his own unique stamp on Arthur Crudup/Elvis's "That's All Right Mama". Jay
Chevalier, best known for "Castro Rock", offers country sounds with "Big Cloud Part 1", while Wiley
Barkdull, of "I Ain't Gonna Waste My Time" fame, presents the bouncy rocker "Rattlesnake" which
has Rusty and Doug Kershaw in there groovin' away. John Fred and the Playboys' epic version of
"Boogie Chillun/Walking With Frankie" needs little introduction; speaking of introductions, the first
words uttered by Elvis on meeting John Fred in the late '60's were "Boogie Chillun" apparently. And
last of the familiar names to yours truly, Lawrence Walker offers the hillbilly bopper perhaps best
known by Jerry Lee Lewis and loaded with double-entendre, "Keep Your Hands Off Of It".
Of the lesser-knowns, there's some nice hillbilly boogie/rockabilly sounds firstly from Hunter Watts
with "Wild Man Rock" and from Bill & Carroll with "Feel So
Good", and more tasty rockers with Gil Giroy's "Laura Lee", first
issued on Moon in 1959, Vince Anthony's "Watch My Smoke",
again from 1959, with some great sax therein, Bonnie Fussell's
"Too Much Class" (it's a bloke, folks!), and Arnold Broussard's
"Some Other Time" (with its "Maybelline"- type tempo) Ronnie
Bennett's "Just You Wait And See", first issued on Jin in 1960,
is a bit of a twister, while Nathan and the Sparks' "Don't Be
Cruel"-ish "Don't Say No" is the only good track in a sea of
excellence. This musical excellence is enlivened by the
Booklet, prepared with Ace's usual loving care, with rare
pictures and label shots, and Ian Saddler's terrific and
informative notes giving you the lowdown on each artist and
track. Absolutely, completely and utterly indispensable.
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Arriving on this cool damp night to a club I had never been to
before, invited to a style of music of which still I had very little
knowledge and told that it was the oldest club of its type in
London, was an interesting start to the evening. People were
arriving early for the dance class that starts off the night off at
8pm before the band comes on stage. A very good idea by Tim
Rutherford and Madeleine Doherty, who are also the enthusiasts
who run this successful monthly music club night. Check out their
web site for dates and bands, www.londoncajun.co.uk. Slightly
different from jiving and including a move called the butterfly but
I’m sure with a little practice the dance can be learned, even if not
to the excellence of the Americans in the dance halls of New
Orleans.
By the time this French Canadian band kicked off with their first number, the atmosphere was
building and learners of all ages and countries had lost some of their inhibitions, especially as they
had been told to just enjoy themselves and not worry if they got any of the steps wrong. Which of
course, in spite of the lessons, I did!
Cajun music certainly got the crowd on its feet and the majority of them danced and the floor grew
quite full. Which was great as the age group seemed to be from thirty to seventy years young and
all enjoying this, at what was for me a very different night from the usual Rock’n’Roll gig I go to.
The Francadians are a Cajun band based in Paris and fronted by Sarah, the daughter of the
legendary Marc and Ann Savoy. Marc invented the diatonic accordion way back in 1962. Sarah
Savoy-Gonzales, guitar, washboard, lead vocals, David Rolland, accordion vocals, Vincent Blin,
fiddle, vocals and husband Manolo Gonzales, double bass, vocals. As the music and the
excitement grew, Sarah kicked off her killer heels and played the second set in her bare feet! Phill
Underwood, a local, joined in with his accordion and added to the already high excitement. The
Tennessee waltz brought a little calmness so the dancers could get their breath back. To my shame
I had not danced a waltz since way, way back when I was really young and stood on my partner’s
toes!
Still, I carried on and danced with different partners hoping they had not noticed how I had been
such a beginner! Just doing as my dance instructors said. ”Go have fun and above all enjoy” like
Cajun fans like to say “Laissez les bon temps rouler”
£10-00 was the entrance fee to a good fun night, with a good friendly crowd and an excellent band.
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A welcome return to a local venue though not in the league of ‘The
Water Rats’ in town, very necessary and one of the few places in
Portobelloland that is of a reasonable size without being too big that
can have live bands.
MickyP put this Rap/Rock/Punk with part of the ‘Clash’ plus many
guests and the night got going after a slow start… in other words the
sound check went on a bit too long but is of course necessary for
these very good singers and musicians.
Not a ‘Woodies’ type of music but what they would have liked was the
energy and powerful singing and the place really did rock. The
audience was made up of the chattering glitterati of bohemian
Portobelloland, aged from thirty up to maybe older than yours truly, should that be at all possible!
The place is a café by day and turns into the Flyover by night. Huey Walker runs the Flyover and
his tel: 07956 406913.
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
Hi Gang.
As I am sure you all must have observed, in this issue we invited Desperate Dan to hold the third
page. Many famous names from both fact and fiction have been honoured with this celebrated task
over sixty plus issues. For no. 69, overdue as it surely must be, Desperate Dan who first appeared
in British comic institution The Dandy 70 years ago has celebrated by allowing himself an extra
helping of cow-pie. Fears abounded just a few weeks ago that Dan could well be made homeless
as we heard the sad news the Dandy would be printing its final edition come 4th December ending
75 years of entertaining countless generations of kids.
However from the clouds came a silver lining when news reached our ears that the Dandy will not
only continue on-line but each Christmas the bumper annual will continue to be sold in hard-back,
so Dan will go on eating his cow-pie for many years to come. The sister comic and long-time rival
The Beano which began life one year later in 1938 as far as is known have no plans to transfer
permanently to the internet. There can’t be too many Woodies who were not brought up with the
Beano and Dandy along with adventure comic The Eagle, arguably its most famous character being
the astronautical Dan Dare. Such was its popularity he would find wider fame on Radio Luxemburg.
Perhaps some of you may have a favourite character from these comics that was almost like a
good friend as you grew through childhood be it Lord Snooty, Bash Street Kids, Dennis The
Menace, Korky The Kat, or my own personal favourite, Willie Willikin's Pobble. If you would like to
see their faces in print again, albeit briefly, holding our third page for you all to browse, drop us a
mail be it electronic or traditional and let us know.

As many of you may have heard through the roots music grapevine we have lost the wonderful
James 'Sugar Boy' Crawford who passed away at the age of 77 on Saturday 13th September. We
shall be paying tribute to this New Orleans Rhythm & Blues singer in Issue 70; unfortunately time
and space do not allow for this No 69.
I am going to move out of the way to make space for Mr Jazz Junction’s incomparable gig guide,
see you in the pages of Issue 70 Folks.

JOHN LENNON’S ORIGINAL QUARRYMEN LONDON GIG
Fri 12 October, The Castle Rocks, Finchley Road
John Lennon’s Original Quarrymen – Colin Hanton, Len Garry, John Duff Lowe and Rod Davis - all
from the 1956-58 vintage group, have been persuaded back to London for the first time since 2006
when they played at the Hard Rock Café.
In the intervening years they have toured the US three times, visited Russia twice and played in
Italy, Poland and Ireland – and in April this year they were on stage in Hamburg’s Grosse Freiheit
for the 50th Anniversary of the Star Club - not to mention innumerable performances in their native
Liverpool.
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“The Original Quarrymen”??? How
original are they? Well, Colin, Len and
Rod were all playing with John Lennon
BEFORE Paul McCartney, and were
all on stage in the famous photo of
John with his group taken on the day
he first met Paul in Woolton.
Now
Latecomer John Duff Lowe was invited
Then (1957)
by his schoolmate Paul to play piano
in 1958 on the Quarrymen’s first ever recording – “That’ll Be The
Day” and “In Spite Of All The Danger”.
This time the Quarrymen will be performing at one of London’s top pub rock venues, The Castle
Rocks in Finchley Road on Friday 12 October. As well as playing the Skiffle and Rock’n’Roll
numbers which date back to the times when John Lennon, Paul McCartney and George Harrison
were members of the group, the
Quarrymen will be telling stories of how
things were in the very early days in
Liverpool, before electric guitars and
amplifiers, when the coolest gear around
was an old washboard and tea-chest bass.
Come to that, you might even get the
chance to play washboard or tea-chest
with the Quarrymen, as they often invite
audience members up on stage during
skiffle numbers - it could be your lucky
night!
The Quarrymen will be at The Castle
Rocks at 452 Finchley Road, NW11 8DG,
(opposite Cricklewood Lane) on Friday 12
October. Doors open at 8:00pm and the
band will be on stage at 8:30pm.
Tickets are £12.50 in advance (£15.00 on
the door) – minimum age 18 and available
from
the
Quarrymen’s
website:
www.quarrymen.co.uk or by sending a
text to: 07831 772852.

The Nimmo Brothers
at Barnoldswick Blues Club St 13th
October at the Rolls Royce Club
Barnoldswick
8pm admission £10.00. Des Demain,
+44(0)7980 142276 +44(0)7466 576841

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
October 2012
9
Tuesday
Carolina Chocolate Drops
The venues get bigger for this old-time string band, so maybe it’s time to hitch yourself to their wagon.
Shepherds Bush Empire
£20
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9
Tuesday
Eliza Gilkyson
Singer-songwriter from musical family. Father wrote On Top Of Old Smokey, and brother was in Lone
Justice, whose singer was Maria McKee, whose half-brother was in Love, and so the world keeps on turning
The Old Queen’s Head, 44 Essex Road N1 8LN
£15
10
Wednesday Jon Cleary
Piano man promoting latest CD ‘Occapella’.
Jazz Cafe
£15
11
Thursday
Eric Taylor
Top Texan troubadour singer-songwriter.
The Green Note
£12.50
11
Thursday
Mary Gauthier
Highly rated Americana singer-songwriter (hailing from New Orleans).
Bush Hall
£18
24
Wednesday Chris Farlowe & The Norman Beaker
Booking these 100 Club regulars is surely a coup for the Eel Pie Club.
The Cabbage Patch, 67 London Road, Twickenham £16
26
Friday
Big Boy Bloater
The ‘two-eyed steak’ goes all intellectual, as he promotes his latest cd in which the world is explained.
Upstairs at the Garage £12
November 2012
1
Thursday
Eugene Hideaway Bridges
The return of much missed bluesman, formerly a regular visitor to London.
Borderline
£12
4
Sunday
Linda Gail Lewis
Being joined by special guest Annie Dolan and backed by the TFTW house band.
Water Rats, Grays Inn Road Woodies £7 Advance £8 Doors £10
10
Saturday
Lee Fields & The Expressions
Hard-working soulman returns to London but at yet another venue.
O2 Academy, Islington
£18.50 + fees
15
Thursday
James Hunter
Blue-eyed soul and r&b man taking his music to this south of the river venue.
Hideaway, 2 Empire Mews, Streatham SW16 2ED £15
16
Friday
Si Cranstoun
Jackie Wilson fan, guaranteed to sing the Yorkshire tribute to a small female.
Half Moon, Putney £12
25
Sunday
Bobby Womack
Revised date and venue for soul royalty’s ‘The Bravest Man in the Universe’ tour.
Forum £27.50 & £32.50 + fees
December 2012
11
Tuesday
Bettye Lavette
Expect songs from her critically-acclaimed new album ‘Thankful N’ Thoughtful’.
Jazz Cafe
£22.50
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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